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BEST-SELLERS
Céline Alvarez
LES LOIS NATURELLES DE
L'ENFANT
(The Natural Laws Concerning Children)
Les Arènes, August 2016, 464 pages

◊

Rights sold in: Italy
(Mondadori) after an auction,
Spain (Grijalbo/Spanish
and Arpa/Catalan), Korea
(OpenBooks), Poland
(CoJaNaTo), Bulgaria
(Colibri), Netherlands
(Horizon).

◊

Ongoing Czech, Russian,
Romanian and Chinese offers!

◊

170.000 copies sold!

◊

Children are born to learn, but
one must nevertheless respect
the “natural laws of learning”.

◊

The Montessori method
enriched by the latest
discoveries in cognitive science
and linguistics.

sharing the tools she had used, including ideas for
activities and teaching materials designed to help
children fulfill their potential.
A new way of seeing children, school and
educationCéline Alvarez sets out the major
biological principles involved in learning and
outlines a teaching framework which is suited to
how humans function. She explains the
importance of the environment, of the plasticity of
the brain, of children’s susceptibility to stress and
of children’s emotions. She also describes her own
direct experience with children, how a typical day
might unfold and some of the difficulties she has
encountered.

What if schools had it all wrong? A book that
will revolutionise our children’s education
The Céline Alvarez method: a revolution based
on tried and tested principlesUnwilling to accept
the fact that many children are never happy
within the education system, Céline Alvarez
decided to update the work of Maria Montessori
for the neuroscience age. She took the exams to
teach in state schools as an independent candidate
and then embarked on a pilot experiment at a
nursery school located in a socially disadvantaged
area.
Extraordinary resultsBy the end of the second
year, all of the children in their final year and 90%
of those in their middle year could read and had
acquired excellent arithmetic skills, but then the
experiment was brought to an abrupt halt. Céline
Alvarez therefore decided to devote her time to
3

BEST-SELLERS

Douglas Boyd
RED OCTOBER
(The Revolution that Changed the World)
The History Press, August 2017, 224pp + 16pp
mono, 32 b/w illustrations

Ulyanov; Trotsky was a bourgeois Ukrainian
Jew; Stalin was a seminary-educated Georgian
undercover agent of the Okhrana secret police,
who never did speak Russian well. In this timely
publication, Douglas Boyd shows how this stillflying banner of revolution changed the world.
Fluent in several languages, DOUGLAS
BOYD was trained as a Russian-language snooper on
Warsaw Pact air forces, based at a secret RAF SIGINT
base in Berlin and spent time as a Cold War POW in
East Berlin. He has scripted and directed historical
reconstructions as a BBC TV producer. He has
published over ten books with The History Press,
including The Kremlin Conspiracy and Daughters of
the KGB.

◊

Under option in Poland!

◊

The inside story of how Lenin,
Trotsky and Stalin used
German money to raise the
minority Bolshevik party to
totalitarian power.

◊

Released to coincide with the
centenary of the October
Revolution, when the political
world stage was changed
forever.

◊

Russian-language first-person
accounts translated into
English for the first time.

◊

Strong international aspects in
relation to Eastern Europe,
Germany and the US.

◊

Author has a strong track
record and reputation in
Russian and Eastern European
history.

9 million dead and millions more oppressed for
generations: how the Bolshevik Revolution
changed the world.
The October Revolution happened in November
1917. Later Soviet propaganda ‘proved’ it was ‘the
will of the people’, but few know that the brutal
rebellion, which killed millions and raised Lenin’s
numerically tiny Bolshevik Party to power, was
made possible by massive injections of German
money laundered through a Swedish bank and a
shady arms dealer who had made a fortune in the
Balkan wars.
The so-called ‘workers’ and peasants’ revolution’
has a cast of millions, of which the three stars
were neither workers nor peasants. Nor were they
Russian. Lenin was a dissident Tatar named
4
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Magali Delaloye
UNE HISTOIRE ÉROTIQUE DU
KREMLIN
(An Erotic History of the Kremlin: from Ivan
the Terrible to Raisa Gorbatchev)
Payot, September 2016, 384 pages

multitude of styles of married life and a range of
behaviors, some hidden and others on display
(bigamy, homosexuality, alcoholism, pedophilia);
crafty tricks and deadly serious struggles for
survival. All together, this book offers both an indepth reflection on women’s place in politics and a
fascinatingly private history of a place of power.
Magali Delaloye, historian specialized in
Russia and the USSR, teaches at the University of
Lausanne (Switzerland). Her book is coming out in
time for the upcoming commemorations of the 1917
October Revolution and the renewed interest in
Russian history it will generate. In addition, Gérard
Depardieu will play Stalin in Fanny Ardant’s next film
(scheduled for release in 2017 as well).

◊

Rights sold in: Russia
(Rosspen), Romania (Polirom)
and Poland (Bellona).

◊

Promising young historian
Magali Delaloye gets up-closeand-personal about the private
lives of several centuries of
inhabitants of the Kremlin,
with a particular interest in
women’s role in Russian
political life.

◊

A behind-closed-doors history
of a legendary place and its
inhabitants; a cross between
political history and women’s
history.

◊

A fascinating book, that reads
like a saga and will appeal to a
wide readership.

Unpublished archive materials, little-known
anecdotes and an unusual point of view on the
private history of one of the world’s most
impenetrable places of power ... and more
generally, on women’s surprising impact on
Russian life and mentality.
From the six wives of Ivan the Terrible to the
“First Ladies” Nina Khrushcheva, Viktoria
Brezhneva and Raisa Gorbatcheva, via the “Red
Kremlin” of the libertine Lenin, the scandalous
Alexandra Kollontai – the high priestess of
polyamory – and Stalin, the man who eliminated
women, this book invites readers on a journey to
the heart of one of the world’s most mysterious
places of power, where, for centuries, the personal
and the political have been inexplicably
interwoven, for better and for worse. On the
menu: as many characters as in a Russian novel;
powerful stories of love, friendship and hatred; a
5

BEST-SELLERS

Marc Dugain & Christophe Labbé
L’HOMME NU
(The Naked Man, The Black Book of Digital
Revolution)
Plon, 320 pages, April 2016

privacy. Yet, there is no escaping this downward
spiral.
Marc Dugain is a novelist, who has built,
since 1999, an acclaimed body of work and won
numerous literary awards. His works are tremendously
successful, both in France and abroad. His novel UNE
EXÉCUTION ORDINAIRE sold more than 80.000
copies, while AVENUE DES GÉANTS and
L’EMPRISE both sold more than 60.000 copies. He is
also a director and screenwriter, and produced
documentaries: on the wreck of the submarine Koursk
and on the crash of the MH 370.
Christophe Labbé is Director of investigation
reporting at the weekly magazine Le Point. He is an
expert on intelligence services, police and security
issues. He is the author of PLACE BEAUVAU and
L’ESPION DU PRÉSIDENT.

◊

80,000 copies sold!

◊

Rights sold in: China
(Shanghaï Scientific), Spain
(Omega), Italy(Damiani),
Taiwan (Rye Field
Publications) and Japan
(Chikuma Shobo)

◊

World Arab rights under
negotiation!

◊

A very well documented essay
about what the Big Data
System knows about us and is
currently building to know all
about us tomorrow essential to
read in our nowadays period of
time.

◊

Marc Dugain is well-known as
a novelist but, as he always
wrote his novels on a solid
documentation basis, it is
rightful that he also matches
success with an essay!

Orwell’s 1984 depicted a violent dictatorship. If
not as brutal, the advent of a world ruled by
Big Data in the next few decades will be no
less ominous. The demise of Greek philosophy
is coming, and with it the end of an era for
humanity.
The digital revolution, triggered by the Internet,
led to the advent of monstrous entities, the Big
Data (Google, Amazon, Apple, Facebook, etc.).
These data empires gather zillions of data reports
daily and share them with the American
intelligence services. Soon, the association
between the Big Data and intelligence services
will be more powerful than all countries of the
world collectively. This supremacy of data will
sound the death knell for each individual’s
6
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Luc Ferry
LA RÉVOLUTION
TRANSHUMANISTE
(The Transhumanism Revolution
How biotechnology, collaborative economy
and the uberisation of the world will
revolutionize our lives)
Plon, April 2016, 216 pages

◊

Rights sold in: Bulgaria
(Colibri), China (China South
Booky), Turkey (Kültür
Yayinlan), the Netherlands
(De Arbeiderspers), Spain
(Allianza), Brazil (Manole).

◊

50,000 copies sold!

◊

Truly impressive research
coupled with ethical and
pragmatic reflections that go
beyond the divisions between
“bio-progressives” and “bioconservatives”.

◊

Luc Ferry issues a warning
about the hegemony of the
huge American firms known as
GAFA – Google, Apple,
Facebook, Amazon, et al. –
who bait us with promises of
autonomy and privacy, the
better to spy on us, keep tabs
on us and sell us.

◊

The philosopher calls for a
general raising of awareness as
well as for stronger political
regulation in Europe while
there’s still time.

The transhumanist revolution is not science
fiction: biotechnology is already able to modify
our species in a potentially irreversible way, as it
has done for many years to “GMO” corn, rice and
wheat. In this context, a new ideology has
developed in the United States, with its prophets
and experts, named “transhumanism”. It is a
powerful movement supported by companies such
as Google, and it has its own research centers, as
prestigious as they are financially successful.
The same is true of the new technologies –
nanotechnology, processing of “big data”
circulating on the Internet, biotechnology,
robotics and artificial intelligence. Regarding this
revolution, our watchword must be “regulation”,
in order to set limits that are intelligent and
judicious, if we can. These technologies have two
characteristics that allow them to easily evade
ordinary democratic processes: they develop at
breakneck speed and understanding them is
extremely difficult, mastering them even more so.
Not only is the scientific and theoretical
knowledge required to grasp them far beyond the
limited reach of political and public opinion, but
the economic power behind them is huge, not to
say excessive.
Enabling the reader to understand and become
aware of the exact nature of the economic,
scientific and medical revolutions currently
underway, as well as the ethical, spiritual and
metaphysical
changes
that
these
new
technologies entail: this is the book’s purpose.
Philosopher, former Minister of Education,
Luc Ferry is the author of numerous bestsellers,
including APPRENDRE À VIVRE (Learning To Live),
2006; LA SAGESSE DES MYTHES (The Wisdom Of
Myths), 2008; LA RÉVOLUTION DE L’AMOUR
(The Revolution Of Love), 2010; and L’INNOVATION
DESTRUCTRICE (Destructive Innovation), 2014, more
than 20,000 copies sold! and rights sold to: J’ai lu
(French
paperback),
Munhakdongne
(Korea),
Editorial Objetiva (Brazil).

Europe is only now starting to become aware
of a phenomenon that has been taking place
for over 15 years in the USA: trans-humanism,
an ideology based on the idea of urging
medicine and technology to find ways to
improve humans, to the point of preparing a
post-humanism.
7

BEST-SELLERS

Sarah Kaminsky
ADOLFO KAMINSKY,
UNE VIE DE FAUSSAIRE
(Adolfo Kaminsky, A Forger’s Life)
Calmann-Lévy, September 2009, 208 pages

the freedom movements of Latin America and
Africa.
This book questions the notions of commitment,
destiny, free choice and consequences. When
Kaminsky, at the age of 17, begins making
forgeries for the Resistance, little does he realize
that he is already caught up in an inexorable
mechanism : that of his own sense of duty towards
fellow man. This is also a dialog between a father
and a daughter. Sarah, born in 1979, attempts to
understand her father’s unusual destiny, giving us
the account of a man whose very existence was a
secret and who accepts, at last, to speak of the
past.
Sarah Kaminsky was born in Algeria and has
lived in France since she was three. Today, she is both
an actress and playwright. ADOLFO KAMINSKY,
UNE VIE DE FAUSSAIRE is her first book.

◊

Rights sold in: Arabic (Casbah
Editions), Chinese (complex
characters- Open Learning
Publishing), Chinese
(Simplified characters-United
Sky Beijing), English
Worldwide (Doppelhouse
Press), German (Anttje
Kunstmann), Hebrew
(Kinneret Zmora), Italian
(Angelo Colla), Spanish
(Capital Intelectual), Turkish
(Belge Yayinlari).

◊

French sales: Book-club
Editions (GLM & France
Loisirs)

◊

Full English translation
available.

◊

English edition selected by the
Wall Street Journal as "one of
the most awaited non fiction
books of Fall 2016"!

This is the incredible story of Adolfo
Kaminsky’s life as a counterfeit artist, active
from 1943 to 1971. His convictions lead him to
spend his entire life in hiding, guided by
survival instincts, necessity and danger alone.
A race against the clock – and against death –
in which every minute truly counted.
A genius forger, he devoted his life to aiding the
great opposition movements of the 20th century,
working for the French Resistance and the
Algerian FLN, providing false papers for Jews
emigrating to Palestine, teaching counterfeiting
techniques to the combatants of repressive
regimes in Spain (under Franco) and Greece
(during the Regime of the Colonels), and aiding
8
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Juan Martin Guevara & Armelle Vincent
MON FRÈRE, LE CHE
(Che, My Brother)
Calmann Levy, April 2016, 300 pages

◊

We do not handle Polish
rights!

◊

Ongoing auction for Spanish
language!

◊

Rights sold in: Russia
(Eksmo/Exem), Italy (Giunti),
Portugual (Objectiva Portugal only), World English
(Polity Press), Germany
(Klett-Cotta), Czech Republic
(Epocha).

◊

10,000 copies sold.

◊

In an unprecedented
biography, we are invited into
the Guevara family fold.

◊

An intimate and immersive
account that reads like a novel.
Juan Martin shows an
incredible optimism by
keeping alive his brother’s
belief in a better world .

◊

◊

Armelle Vincent’s journalist
writing is both discreet enough
to forget that we are reading
an account yet her writing
brings strength and depth to
the testimony.
This book has a photographic
section.

feels bound to speak out, to “share what he
knows of his brother” before it is too late.
We discover a close-knit and bohemian clan of
five siblings, raised by a couple of eccentric and
upper
middle-class
Argentinians,
Ernesto
Guevara and Celia de La Serna. Guevara senior is
portrayed as a colorful character, a quirky man of
various professions, minus the qualifications, who,
in theory, did not share his son’s revolutionary
ideas. Guevara’s mother is seen as a capable and
courageous woman, a Francophile and a fervent
admirer of guerilla warfare. Arrested in April
1963, after a six months stay in Cuba, Europe and
Brazil, she would be the family’s first political
prisoner.
Juan Martin describes Ernesto’s relationships
with his siblings and parents alike, showing how,
each in its own way, would contribute to the
Comandante’s emotional and political awakening.
We discover Che, the caring, protective and
darkly humorous elder brother ever ready to play
tricks and to go on jaunts, and Che the political
leader during a crisis, in Cuba, in 1959, when
Juan Martin spent two months at his brother’s
side. And of course there is Che the idealist, the
impromptu vagabond and the explorer, drifting
with the wind in search of adventure.
Juan Martin also gives us the story of his own
political struggles during the Years of Lead in
Argentina, including eight years spent in prison
for his political activities and his relationship to
Che. He also tells of Che’s children, living in the
shadow of their father, the myth, and sheds light
on Cuba today and, in particular, the political and
spiritual heritage of el Che.
Juan Martin Guevara is 71. He spent eight
years in prison, condemned by the military junta for his
association with the Frente Anti-imperialista y por el
Socialismo and his relationship to Che. He recently
founded the non-profit organization «Por las huellas del
Che» (In the Footsteps of Che).
Armelle Vincent is a journalist based in Los
Angeles. She writes for the Point and Figaro. Her close
acquaintance with Che Guevara’s youngest brother
dates from July 2007, when she traveled to Buenos
Aires.

Juan Martin Guevara is Ernesto “Che”
Guevara’s youngest brother, fifteen years his
junior. At the time of Che’s death in the
Bolivian maquis on October 9th, 1967, he and
his siblings formed an unspoken agreement
never to share memories of their deceased
brother outside of the Guevara family clan. For
nearly half a century, Juan Martin has
maintained the silence, though faithfully
dogged by his brother’s. Juan Martin today
9

BEST-SELLERS

Dominique Moisi
LA GÉOPOLITIQUE DES SÉRIES
OU LE TRIOMPHE DE LA PEUR
(Geopolitics Of Series The Triumph Of Fear)
Stock, February 2016, 198 pages

Benoît Aubert, Benoît Meyronin
DE MACGYVER À MAD MEN
PETITES LEÇONS DE
MANAGEMENT PAR LES SÉRIES
From MacGyver to Mad Men (Little
Management Lessons from TV shows)
Dunod, September 2017, 192 pages

◊

◊

Rights sold in: Serbia (Clio),
Spain (Errata Naturae) and
Italy (Armando Editore) and
Czech Republic (Argo).
A trailblazing book, a bright
analysis by one of the most
renowned political scientists in
the world.

This is the first book to explain the emotions of
the world through TV series.
After 11th September 2011 geopolitics invaded
real life, and also invaded our imaginations. TV
series became political as well as cultural
references. Thanks to their intuitive power
screenwriters became the most perceptive analysts
of today’s world – and perhaps of our future.
What do they see in societies across the world?
Fear of dictatorship and barbarity in Game of
Thrones, of the collapse of democracy in House of
Cards, of terrorism in Homeland, of a paralysed
society in Engrenages (Spiral), of a disappearing
world in Downton Abbey. Finally fear of the Russian
threat in Occupied.
These series create a tidal wave around the world:
Barack Obama is gripped by every season of
Game of Thrones; the actor who plays the butler
Carson in Downton Abbey was mobbed by Asian
tourists when on holiday sailing on the Mekong...
As to ISIS terrorists, they seem to invite us to
watch the next episode as they stage their
massacres...

◊

The authors of this collective
work took up the challenge of
offering an offbeat analysis of
major subjects around
contemporary management in
the light of different series.

Popular cultural references in TV shows reveal
relationship patterns in unexpected ways.
Decisions, communication and innovation
through scenarios constructed over time create
a strong attachment to the characters.
Working with popular series such as Borgen, The
Walking Dead, Game of Thrones, Grey’s Anatomy,
MacGyver, Breaking Bad, Mad Men, Six Feet Under,
The West Wing, each chapter tells the story,
describes the characters of the series and ends
with a 3-point “management lesson” to bear in
mind.
Benoît Aubert is a Professor and
Development Director at the Leonardo da Vinci School
of Management and business consultant.
Benoît Meyronin is a Professor at the
Grenoble School of Management where he directs the
institute of Management and Service Dynamics. He is
also Associate Director of the Academy of Services.

Dominique Moïsi is the author, among other
works, of LA GÉOPOLITIQUE DE L’ÉMOTION,
which was translated into over 20 languages. A
founding member of the French Institute of
International Relations, he is a Visiting professor at
Harvard University and at King’s College, London. He
is also a columnist for Financial Times, Les Echos and
Ouest-France.
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HIGHLIGHTS
Jean-Baptiste Malet
L’EMPIRE DE L’OR ROUGE
(The Empire of Red Gold)
Fayard, April 2017, 350 pages

continue his research and eventually sign a
contract with Fayard for an investigative work
soon to be known as “The Empire of Red Gold.”
The project, which required extensive travel and
time, would be made into a Franco-Canadian
documentary film of the same name.
Over the course of the author’s journeys, the
scope of his investigation grew to encompass
the global supply chain that has made tomato
sauce a staple ingredient worldwide.
Acclaimed author and journalist, JeanBaptiste Malet, 28 years-old, has published a book
about Amazon, “In Amazonia – Undercover in the best
of worlds” (Fayard, 2013) and produced an
investigative, feature length documentary film.

◊

A narrative quest into an
everyday commodity
consumed by billions of people
the world over, shedding light
on the inner workings of a
sprawling industry, over the
course of four trips to four
different continents.

◊

A compelling global fresco
bringing together a host of
fascinating and forceful
personalities, from countries
around the world and from
different social backgrounds.

◊

An investigation into the heart
of an industry producing a
universal food stuff – the
tomato – eaten by consumers
the world over, totally
unaware of its history, secrets
and intrigues.

◊

An unprecedented take on
global capitalism, seen through
the prism of a
universal commodity.

A groundbreaking investigative account into
the secret world of canned tomato industry.
The context In 2011, in an attempt to understand
the Chinese army’s 2004 acquisition of the largest
tomato sauce factory in France, the author began
investigating the tomato industry, with its
emblematic 230-liter sterile blue barrel of tomato
paste – the barrel of red gold. He discovered
barrels of Chinese tomato paste in factories in
southern France. After infiltrating Amazon a year
later, and publishing “In Amazonia,” he would
11

HIGHLIGHTS

Jacques Attali & Pierre-Henri Salfati
LE DESTIN DE L’OCCIDENT
(Inventing The West)

Jacques Attali
VIVEMENT APRÈS-DEMAIN !
(Let’s Make Tomorrow Better!)

Fayard, September 2016, 250 pages

Fayard, October 2016, 234 pages

◊

16,000 copies sold!

◊

40,000 copies sold in France!

◊

By the author of Une brève
histoire de l’avenir: more than
400,000 copies sold in France
and foreign rights sold to 20
countries!

◊

Rights sold in: Italy (Ponte
alle grazie), Korea (Sejong)
and China (Citic).

◊

Starting with a realistic
account of today’s state of the
world, with uncertain and
scary expectations most likely
to happen, the author offers
one simple solution in order to
prevent and counteract this
dreadful forecast: to become
altruistic.

◊

A stunning and rigorous
synthesis of a great amount of
data.

This stunning reinterpretation of Antiquity,
sheds valuable light on the real foundations of
Western civilization.
Contrary to what has been said for centuries,
Western civilization did not emerge from the
encounter between the Christian world and the
civilization of Greece. It was born of the meeting,
nearly a thousand years earlier, between the
Hellenic world and Jewry. This encounter, so
critical yet hitherto largely ignored, is recounted
here: the extraordinary parallels between the
Hebrew and Greek alphabets; the similarities
between the stories of Greek mythology and those
of the Bible; the concurrency of the flight from
Egypt and the siege of Troy; and the remarkably
similar fates of Moses, the stutterer, and Homer,
the blind man. Though Western sources make
little mention of possible encounters between
Jewish sages and Greek philosophers, Jewish
texts have kept such memories alive, if only in
legends.
Jacques Attali is a professor, a writer, and
was special Adviser to the President from 1981 to 1991.
His most successful books include UNE BRÈVE
HISTOIRE DE L’AVENIR (2009); LA CRISE, ET
APRÈS? (2008) and LES JUIFS, LE MONDE ET
L'ARGENT, HISTOIRE ÉCONOMIQUE DU
PEUPLE JUIF (2002). With over six million copies
sold all over the world, Attali belongs to the top 100
public intellectuals in the world, according to the
Foreign Policy Magazine. Pierre-Henry Salfati is a
director and author of documentary films.

A completely new and surprising analysis of
tomorrow’s crisis. It will affect everyone and
there is nothing we can do about it. Or maybe
there is: replacing the selfishness that
pervades our society with a lucid and honest
altruism towards one another.
Based on numerous and selected data (in sciences,
ideologies, geopolitics and arts) Attali reveals a
scary and yet realistic prophecy that a major and
worldwide crisis will happen about fifteen years
from now. He therefore presents his conclusions
on what we can do to prevent our civilization to
sweep away. Indeed, all the means are at our
reach to build a better world, to become ourselves,
to prevent the ambient anger and rage from
getting global, to escape climate change, terrorism
and technological suicide. Provided that we
understand that the best way to be happy, in a
serene world, is to help the one another. To be
altruist.
Jacques Attali might be called a utopian, but he
nevertheless brilliantly draws a parallel between
economy, philosophy and psychology in this bold
and inspiring analysis.

12
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Stefano Liberti
IL SIGNORI DEL CIBO
(The Lords Of Food
Journeys In The Food Industry That Is
Destroying The Planet)
Minimum Fax, September 2016, 200 pages

sector. In an economic situation where
investments in the financial market are
increasingly risky, speculative capital is massively
moving towards certain asset back-ups, including
staple food pro- ducts, land for food production
and the agro-food industry in general.
Stefano Liberti (1974) is a journalist. His
international reports appear since years on Il Manifesto
and other major international newspapers and
magazine. With his first book, about migration routes
from Africa to Europe, he has won the 2010 Indro
Montanelli Prize for Journalism, the Marco Luchetta
Prize and the Carletti Prize for Social Journalism.

“One of the best, rare and worthy products of
our investigative journalism.” Goffredo Fofi
“A cross section of globalized neoliberism,
more and more financialised and ended up in
fewer hands.” Angelo Mastandrea, il
manifesto
◊

The over-population business
will be the most profitable
business in the near future.

◊

Major financial groups,
multination agri-business
corporations and merchant
banks are investing billions of
dollars into producing and
marketing a type of food which
will become more and more
expensive for consumers, and
consequently more and more
profitable for sellers.

◊

Rights for Land Grabbing,
Liberti’s previous reportage,
have been sold to: World
English (Verso books),
Germany (Rotbuch), France
(Rue de l’échiquier), Venezuela
(Ed. Puntocero), Spain/South
America (Taurus), Korea
(Redian media), China (World
Affair Press)

“Excellent investigation. Liberti goes to the
places he describes, narrates protagonists and
victims of ‘an unprecedented alliance between
huge food mnufacturers and financial funds’.”
Federico Rampini, Il Venerdì di
Repubblica

The world population is constantly increasing.
In 2011 the 7 billion mark was reached.
According to UN projections, the figure will
reach 9 billion in 2050, with a gradual,
increasingly worrying growth as food resources
become scarcer and scarcer.
A huge population bomb is expected to bust in the
near future. Not only is the availability of food
becoming inadequate; some densely populated
newly developing countries, e.g. the PRC
(People’s Republic of China), are also rapidly
changing their eating habits, with a growing
consumption of resource- and energy-intensive
food, such as farmed meat. This potentially
catastrophic situation is also an extraordinary
business opportunity for groups investing in the
13

HIGHLIGHTS

Olivier Wieviorka
HISTOIRE DE LA RÉSISTANCE EN
EUROPE
(History of the Resistance in Western Europe
1940 – 1945)
Perrin, January 2017, 480 pages

militarily, to the Nazi defeat. But the “army of
shadows” could never have risen without the
support of London, first, and then of Washington.
National factors thus played a preeminent part in
the birth of the Resistance, while the British and
the Americans determined its growth. The time
has come to broaden our perspective beyond the
limits of borders to construct a trans-European
history of the Resistance.
This is the book’s goal. It aims to understand
better the action of the clandestine forces in
Norway, Denmark, the Netherlands, Belgium,
France and Italy between 1940 and 1945,
analyzing their interactions and inserting the
history of the “shadow soldiers” in the grand
scheme of Anglo-American strategy.

◊

Rights sold in: Italy (Einaudi)
after an auction.

◊

Short-listed for the Prix
Aujourd'hui.

◊

Based on English, Italian,
Belgian and other archives, a
future classic. Olivier
Wieviorka gives us a new, indepth perception of the place
and the role of the national
resistance movements.

◊

The author illuminates the
policies of governments in
exile and unveils the
importance of finance,
logistics, and British and
American planning. Along the
way, he describes the
uniqueness of each country,
while establishing the first
trans-national history of the
Resistance.

◊

The book represents a
welcome renewal for a
historiography always in need
of fresh perspective.

A member of the Institut universitaire de
France and a professor at the Ecole Normale
Supérieure in Cachan, Olivier Wieviorka is a
recognized specialist on the Resistance and World War
II. He has devoted several books to these subjects,
including
a
definitive
HISTOIRE
DU
DÉBARQUEMENT (History of D-Day, Seuil, 2007)
and HISTOIRE DE LA RÉSISTANCE (A History of
the Resistance, Perrin, 2013 - rights sold to Harvard
University Press).

“Olivier Wieviorka propose une analyse
innovante des liens entre les Alliés et cinq
Résistances européennes […] Le livre fourmille
d'anecdotes méconnues, qui viennent étayer de
solides démonstrations.” La Croix

An in-depth historical analysis built on rigorous
research throughout many archive and leading
evidence documents. Going against the official
glorification the resistance movements, Olivier
Wieviorka dares a more nuanced assessment
of the action of the Allied Forces during this
crucial moment of our contemporary history.
The Resistance in Western Europe has long been
considered a national phenomenon that provided
a significant contribution, both politically and
14
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SOCIETY, POLITICS,
ECONOMY
Kamel Daoud
MES INDÉPENDANCES
(My Forms of Independence)
Actes Sud, February 2017, 480 pages

Actes Sud has published his collection of
stories, LA PRÉFACE DU NÈGRE (Babel n° 1291),
and his debut novel, MEURSAULT, CONTREENQUÊTE, which has won numerous prizes,
including the Goncourt for the best first novel in 2015,
and cemented his international reputation (over thirty
translations have been published or are in preparation).

« Daoud pense en homme libre » Le Point
« Daoud est important, car c’est un homme
qu’on ne peut pas réduire à une seule dimension »
Roberto Saviano
« Kamel Daoud a une vraie plume et s’exprime
avec beaucoup de courage » Nedim Gürsel
« Il est, dans notre modernité, un de ceux qui
créent, au sein de la culture arabo-musulmane,
la révolte essentielle du « moi propre » de la
pensée et de l’écriture » Adonis
« Un recueil de chroniques percutantes »
L’OBS

◊

Rights sold in: Italy (La Nave
di Teseo), World English
rights under negotiation.

◊

Short-listed for the Prix
Aujourd'hui.

◊

Kamel Daoud has elevated
column-writing into an
exercise in style, devoting
himself to it as if on a personal
mission to reflect day upon
day on the nature of man, of
the gods and of individual
liberties against the backdrop
of current affairs, or in
counterpoint to them.

« Avec ses chroniques, Kamel Daoud raconte
aussi l’histoire d’une quête, celle d’un homme qui
a conquis sa liberté par et dans l’écriture. » Le
Monde

Since the publication of his debut novel,
MEURSAULT, CONTRE-ENQUÊTE, Kamel
Daoud has become a political and intellectual
voice on the world scene.
This collection of articles covers the last six years,
from the beginnings of the Arab Spring through
to the refugee crisis, taking in the war in Syria
and the establishment of a fragile democracy in
Tunisia. However, the journalist regularly gives
way to the writer as he sketches out fictional
scenarios, recounts various journeys and pokes
gentle fun at some of the idiosyncrasies of our age.
Born in 1970 in Mostaganem, Kamel Daoud
lives in Oran. A journalist and columnist, for over
fifteen years now he has written the most widely read
column in Algeria for the daily newspaper Le Quotidien
d’Oran. In recent years, he has contributed regular
articles to the international press (Le Point, the New York
Times, La Repubblica) and in the spring of 2016 he was
awarded the Prix Lagardère for journalist of the year.
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Laurence Devillers
DES ROBOTS ET DES HOMMES
(Robots and Men:
Myths, Fantasies and Reality)
Plon, February 2017, 288 pages

emerging field for many scientific researchers.
Their robots will live in our homes and share our
lives. Since our capacity for empathy could lead
us to delude ourselves about robots’ true
capacities, their irruption in our lives requires
profound ethical reflection. If robots can learn on
their own, like children do, then we would be
well-advised to program them with moral values
and rules about life in society, and to control their
learning
Laurence Devillers teaches computer science
at the University of Paris-Sorbonne. Her research
focuses essentially on human-machine interaction,
detecting emotion, oral dialogue, ethicsand robotics.
She contributedto writing the recent “Ethics for
Robotics Research” report and is currently part of a
working group on “Machine Learning and Ethics.” She
is a frequent contributor to the press.

◊

Based on her expertise in
human-machine interaction
and emotional and ethical
computing Laurence Devillers
suggests extending Asimov’s
Three Laws with 10 ethical
“commandments” for faithful
robots.

◊

The idea is above all to
provoke debate about robots
and their role in society,
particularly in the fields of
health, well-being and
education.

Robots fascinate us, while at the same time
crystalizing our fears of someday being
dominated or even replaced by them. Their
irruption into our lives requires some ethical
considerations. If robots can learn on their
own, like children do, then we would be welladvised to program them with moral values
and rules about life in society, and to control
their learning.
In robotics, perhaps more than any other field,
science fiction has preceded science: in 2012, the
TV series Real Humans featured humanoid robots
in a family setting. Our fears are fed by myths,
fantasies and fiction, but above all, by a
fundamental misunderstanding of technological
advances. Most people don’t grasp the difference
between recent progress in Artificial Intelligence
and the complexity of a socially intelligent robot.
Unfortunately, those fears, which are stoked by
the media and the transhumanists, hide a far more
pragmatic reality: the need to prepare society for
robots’ arrival.
Establishing a social and affective relationship
with machines is no longer science fiction, but an
16
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Michel Eltchaninoff
DANS LA TÊTE DE MARINE LE
PEN
(Inside Marine Le Pen's Head)
Actes Sud, January 2017, 208 pages

« Inutile de diaboliser celle qui a voulu
dédiaboliser le parti fondé par son père, il faut
comprendre la manière dont elle trace un chemin
entre la droite libérale, qui a abandonné le
gaullisme historique, et la gauche, qui a oublié de
porter son attention sur les laissés-pourcompte. » Libération
« Reposant sur une analyse de ses déclarations
et de ses références, ainsi que sur des entretiens
avec plusieurs spécialistes de l'extrême droite ou
figures historiques du parti, son livre montre que
la rupture affichée avec le discours traditionnel
du FN et le positionnement ‘ni droite ni gauche’
vise avant tout à présenter ce qu'il appelle « un
nationalisme à visage humain. » Les Échos

◊

The author talked to some of
the leading figures in Marine
Le Pen's new FN and spent
time with former supporters
who were in a position to
speak more freely.

◊

The author interviewed JeanMarie Le Pen at his family
mansion and recorded certain
remarks which were
disconcerting, to say the least.

Through studying the declarations and
speeches of Marine Le Pen, examining the
philosophical roots of her party, and
interviewing members of her entourage and
specialists in far-right politics, this book lays
bare the major ideological strands of today's
Front National.
The purpose is to answer the question which is on
everybody's lips on the eve of the presidential
election of 2017: has the FN genuinely changed?
Michel Eltchaninoff is a doctor and teacher of
philosophy specialising in Russian philosophy. He is the
author of DOSTOÏEVSKI, LE ROMAN DU CORPS
(Jérôme Millon, 2013), MANUEL DE SURVIE
DANS LES DÎNERS EN VILLE (with Sven Ortoli,
Le Seuil, 2007), L’EXPÉRIENCE EXTRÊME (with
Christophe Nick, Don Quichotte, 2010) and LES
NOUVEAUX DISSIDENTS (Stock, 2016, Prix du
livre des Droits de l’Homme). He is the deputy editor of
Philosophie Magazine. In 2015, Actes Sud published
DANS LA TÊTE DE VLADIMIR POUTINE (Prix
de la Revue des Deux mondes), sold in several countries.

« Michel Eltchaninoff démontre d'une plume
limpide et précise qu'elle n'a rompu avec aucune
des quatre bornes qui jalonnent la geste de
l'extrême droite : la terre, le peuple, la vie et le
mythe. Elle s'est contentée d'épousseter ces quatre
piliers sans en abandonner aucun. » Marianne
17
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Jean-Jacques Marie
LA RUSSIE SOUS POUTINE
AU PAYS DES FAUX-SEMBLANTS
(Putin’s Russia: The Land of Make-Believe)
Payot, March 2016, 336 pages

Denis Jacquet, Grégoire Leclercq
UBERISATION UN ENNEMI QUI
VOUS VEUT DU BIEN ?
(Uberisation. An Enemy that Wishes you
Well?)
Dunod, October 2016, 256 pages

◊

◊

A historian’s gaze decodes
present-day Russia and the
terrible economic, social and
political problems it is
confronted with.
Because today’s Russia is far
more rooted in the past, and
Putin more closely tied to
Yeltsin and Gorbachev than it
seems, it took a historian to
put everything in context and
to decode this land of makebelieve.

The media show us endless images of an
arrogant, alarming Vladimir Putin boasting
about Russia’s greatness…
But is the country really what it seems? Has it
really become the totalitarian, imperialist state it
has been portrayed as since the annexation of
Crimea? What is hidden from public view is: a
fragile regime on the verge of imploding; a
president with an inner circle whose members are
obsessed with placing their fortune in offshore
accounts; a fragmented opposition tempted by
ultra-nationalism; a disillusioned population –
more concerned about the lost social safety net
than about individual freedom – that has grown
nostalgic for the Soviet era; unions under the
government’s thumb; an omnipresent, corrupt
Orthodox church that has lost its flock, and an
economy that has been undermined by falling oil
prices and sanctions imposed by the the European
Union and the United States.
Jean-Jacques MARIE is one of today’s top
specialists in contemporary Russia. His earlier books
published by Editions Payot are biographies of Trotsky
(2006), Khrushchev (2010) and Lenin (2011).

◊

The book calls upon the actors
of this new economy.

◊

Each of them tells the impact
on their life, their job, their
field, their income and their
place in society.

◊

The authors then offer an
analysis along with their own
perspective.

This book offers to focus on what Uberisation
is, what are its impacts on society, the
opportunities it can offer and its limits.
The Uberisation of society arouses many fears,
fantasies and hopes. Young entrepreneurs see a
hope to find their place. Major companies are
wondering how to transform their means of
reaching the public, attract talents and win
customer loyalty when the digital is making them
lose attractiveness. Politicians are totally lost and
overwhelmed by the phenomena. And the general
public is wondering what is really happening.
Denis
Jacquet
is
passionate
for
entrepreneurship. He is the creator and president of
Sponsor Growth, an association dedicated to growth
and the internationalisation of small and medium
businesses. In June 2014, he co-founded the
Observatory of Uberisation.
Grégoire Leclercq founded the selfentrepreneur Federation in 2009, which now has over
80,000 members. Spokesperson in the media and with
the public authorities to defend the regime of selfentrepreneurship, he is at the initiative of the “Chick”
movement. He is also co-founder of the Observatory of
Uberisation.
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Paul Jorion
SE DÉBARRASSER DU
CAPITALISME
(Getting Rid of Capitalism: a Matter of
Survival)

Fouad Khoury-Helou
MONDIALISATION: LA MORT
D’UNE UTOPIE
(Globalization: The Death of an Utopia)
Calmann Levy, March 2017, 256 pages

Fayard, March 2017, 304 pages

◊
Paul Jorion pursues his reflection on the
possible extinction of the human race through
the lens of the present day crisis, providing
answers to some of today’s most pressing
issues.
Why can we no longer talk of economics as a
science? Why do all economic systems contain
lethal wealth-concentrating mechanisms? Why is
trade regulation preferable to laissez-faire? Is our
social model, torn between the age-old debate
over the replacement of work through
mechanization and an income-based remuneration
of the masses, destined to collapse? Should the
welfare state become an integral part of our
institutions to dissociate it from the increasing
uncertainty of growth? Is it possible for a
revitalized European project to spearhead of real
recovery?
Paul Jorion is an anthropologist specialized in
artificial intelligence and price formation. He has been
exploring new economic perspectives for several years.
In 2005, he foresaw what would become the subprime
crisis.

We have now entered a period
of profound crisis, which calls
into question not only an
international system which
was founded on free trade, but
also our entire understanding
of the State.

The world we live in today can best be
described as the American “empire”, where
globalization is no more than its economic
expression.
Global free trade, implemented as an official
doctrine in 1946 by the Bretton Woods
institutions, was adorned with all virtues due to
the
understanding
that,
by
stimulating
international trade, it would benefit everyone. The
American “empire” thus shaped the world.
The outcome: the contestation, if not the anger, of
the people raging against this international
system, which they regard as an “elite club”. After
Brexit and the election of Donald Trump, the
American utopia of a “happy globalization” has
been brutally confronted with the prospect of
rejection, barely thirty years after the demise of
communist ideology.
It isn’t too late, but time is of the essence. The
indications of revolt should draw the Western
leaders’ attention on the urgent need to correct the
impacts of globalization on Western populations,
and remind them of a fact that they’ve been quick
to forget: these populations are also composed of
voters!
Fouad Khoury-Helou is a 47 year-old FrancoLebanese economist and business manager. His book
L’AMÉRIQUE ET LE MOYEN ORIENT was
published by the Editions Hermann in 2015.
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Christine Kerdellant
ILS SE CROYAIENT LES
MEILLEURS
Histoire des grandes erreurs de
management
(We Were The Best: A History Of CEO’s
Biggest Mistakes)

necessary step towards success.” Valeurs
Actuelles
“Beyond a simple catalogue of management
errors from around the world, this is a reference
book regarding decision taking, advice to young
entrepreneurs, decision makers and bosses who
are slow to dare.” HEC

Denoël, February 2016, 528 pages

◊

Rights sold in: China (Turing
Books).

◊

150 major business blunders
are put under scrutiny. Some
of them are famous, others
have never been scrutinized
this closely before, and all are
revisited through tales
brimming with anecdotes and
revelations.

◊

Far from being just a mere
catalogue of bad ideas from
leading businessmen, here is a
reference publication when it
comes to decision-making.

What if success was overrated? The virtues of
learning through trial and error are the central
subject of this documented and refreshing
investigation on CEO’s biggest blunders.
This essay analyses the main types of errors,
and draws lessons from them in terms of
strategy, marketing and human resource
management,
an
all-the-more
necessary
approach as one never learns from success, only
mistakes allow one to get better, and planetary
triumphs have never been made by do-gooders.
Christine Kerdellant was an entrepreneur
before becoming a novelist, a journalist and a
conference speaker. She is the author of about fifteen
essays on economics and novels.

“Christine Kerdellant is the author of a
didactic and refreshing work where she chooses to
put failure in its right place: that of the
20
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Natacha Polony & Orwell Committee
BIENVENUE DANS LE PIRE DES
MONDES
(Welcome to the Worst of All Possible Worlds
The Triumph of Soft Totalitarianism)

Érik Orsenna & Dr Isabelle De Saint
Aubin
GEOPOLITIQUE DU MOUSTIQUE
(Geopolitics of the Mosquito
A Brief Manual of Globalization, Vol. IV)

Plon, November 2016, 216 pages

Fayard, April 2017, 284 pages

◊

30,000 copies sold.

◊

Large excerpts available in
English.

◊

Bolstering their propos with
examples, the “Orwell
Committee” has chosen to
denounce society’s drift
towards totalitarianism.

Day after day, the world is settling into a
totalitarianism that is less-and-less democratic,
and the scope of our individual freedoms
shrinks considerably.
Our societies, which we used to think were truly
democratic, are gradually becoming less and less
so. We are tipping towards a sort of soft
totalitarianism. What does that system consist in?
It is when a handful of multinationals – mostly
American – use technology and control of
financial and trade streams to organize, guide and,
ultimately, govern our daily lives. That drift
towards totalitarianism is being performed with
the consent of the very people who are being
victimized by it… without their even realizing it.
Our range of individual freedoms is getting
considerably smaller, and one perhaps not-sodistant day, detailed files filled with thousands of
pieces of data about each of us that have been
retrieved by multinational corporations will be put
to use by a totalitarian system that is less and less
“soft.”
Author and journalist Natacha Polony is a
columnist for Le Figaro. She presents a daily press
review on Europe 1, as well as co-hosting Médiapolis
with Olivier Duhamel.

◊

Important fact: the mosquito
is the first murderer on Earth
before man: 700,000 to 800,000
deaths a year to his chart!

◊

To perfect the scientific
demonstration, Érik Orsenna
relied on the knowledge of
Isabelle de Saint Aubin, doctor
of medicine.

Érik Orsenna’s previous reflections on the
world we live have dealt with subjects such as
cotton, water and paper. In his latest “Brief
Manual of Globalization,” he turns his attention
to mosquitoes – to better understand man.
The little critters are said to be from Asia or
Africa. At one point, we actually thought we had
chased them out of Europe… wishful thinking!
Today those pesky creatures are found on every
continent. In short, mosquitoes are here, and not
just to make up the numbers.
Because, at the heart of globalization, the
mosquito knows no boundaries and loves to
travel, just like we do. By playing God and
modifying life, we thought we were superior. But
nature, in general, and the mosquito, in particular,
have found other ways of getting revenge, first
through resistance and then through mutation.
With his usual accuracy, insight, fluency, good
humor and philosophy, Orsenna gives us the
fascinating story of relations between man and
mosquito, and mosquito and man.
Erik Orsenna (born 1947) is a novelist and a
member of the Académie française. After earning
degrees in philosophy and political science, he has
taught international finance and development
economics at Université Paris I and École normale
supérieure.
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Laurent Testot
CATACLYSMES
UNE HISTOIRE
ENVIRONNEMENTALE DE
L’HUMANITÉ
(Cataclysms: An Environmental History of
Humanity)

to make our civilization resilient, and to adopt
the conditions of our own species’ survival.
A globetrotting journalist, Laurent Testot is a
specialist in global and worldwide history. He coedited: HISTOIRE GLOBALE. UN AUTRE
REGARD SUR LE MONDE (2008); LA GUERRE.
DES ORIGINES À NOS JOURS (2014).

Payot, April 2017, 496 pages

◊

An exciting overview of the
history of humanity through
its relationship with
environment.

◊

The readers understands how
the expansion of the world has
often been achieved at the
expense of biodiversity.

◊

Popular science at it’s best,
offering to develop ecological
consciousness.

This ambitious and fascinating essay is a
global history of interaction between humans
and nature, as seen through the prism of the
major climate cataclysms that have wreaked
havoc on human life: from continental collision
three million years ago to the global warming
that threatens us today.
Since the appearance of Homo sapiens, humans, as
offspring of the climate, have been subjected to all
sorts of environmental stress factors (drought and
desertification, cold waves, volcanic eruptions,
epidemics, earthquakes, the La Niña/El Niño
phenomena, and more) and have always found
ways to transform and tame nature. Nature has
sought constant revenge however, and natural
cataclysms have led to the collapse of numerous
civilizations
(Egyptian,
Mycenaean,
Mesopotamian, Khmer, Mayan and more) and
forced mankind to adapt to endlessly changing
conditions.
A lucid assessment that doesn’t elude the
difficult question of the environmental dangers
humanity will soon be facing, this book urges us
22
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HISTORY &
CIVILIZATION
Hubert Cavert
LA MÉMOIRE DES KAWER
(The Memory of the Kawers)
Perrin, February 2017, 240 pages

Herbert Kawer was 11 years old when he left
Vienna by train, alone, to join his father in
Bordeaux. His father, a Jew, had taken refuge in
France after the Anschluss and would eventually
be deported. Little Herbert would never see him
again, or his mother, who had gone to start a new
life in England. Escaping capture by chance,
Herbert was taken in by the headmaster of his
school and then by a resistance network. He was
put in the care of Marinette Brugat (called
Marraine) and Palmire, a Spanish refugee with
whom she lived. Herbert, now named Hubert,
thus began his new life in Pia, in the PyrénéesOrientales region of southern France.
Hubert Cavert had never told his story or his
family’s. It was only “on the eve” of his death that
he entrusted a manuscript to his children. Going
beyond his personal journey, it traces the history
of the Kawer (Cavert) family from 1866 –
hallowed period when Joseph II had made Jews
and Christians equal citizens – until 1945. We see
customs and traditions change, with time. We
follow the course of history through this little boy
who carries with him his inheritance. As an adult,
his message is simple: “As you know, I married
Edith on April 15, 1958. We started a family of
which we are proud. Foolishly proud. We are
happy. Be happy too.”

◊

The coming-of-age tale of a 15year-old orphan who survived
a dramatic historical era, for
an autobiography that reads
like a novel.

◊

More than just an eyewitness
account, this touching and
optimistic story of a boy who
travels across Europe also
introduces an entire AustrianJewish family’s life over a
century of history.

◊

A family saga that recreates
turn-of-the-century Austrian
life and, with subtle insight,
portrays how mentalities were
evolving; followed by the trials
and tribulations of World War
II.

“Le manuscrit est devenu un remarquable
ouvrage autant par l’émouvant témoignage
personnel tout en retenue de Cavert que par
l’incroyable plongée dans l’histoire européenne
qu’il nous propose. (…) On ne peut manquer
d’être à la fois ému et édifié par ce récit
poignant.” Culture-Chronique

◊

A story with neither heroes
nor bad guys; rather, a series
of memories and encounters
shared with emotion and
sincerity: from the Czech
farmer to the schoolteacher in
the south of France via the
wealthy Viennese gentleman
and the young French police
officer.

“À travers la vie d’un enfant juif viennois
réfugié en France pendant la guerre, Hubert
Cavert signe le grand livre de la fin du rêve
multi-confessionnel austro-hongrois. (...) On
songe en le lisant au sublime La Mémoire
retrouvée d'Edmund de Waal.” Livres Hebdo

Hubert Cavert (born Herbert Kawer) is
neither a writer nor a historian. At the end of the war,
he had no family left in Austria. He acquired French
citizenship and began his secondary education in
Toulouse. Father of three children, he never told them
his story but left this manuscript, the only trace of their
past, as their legacy.

As a journalist highlighted, this novel "reminds
of the family memoir by Edmund de Waal The
Hare with Amber Eyes, USA (FSG 2010)

An incredibly powerful story, in which history is
mixed inextricably with personal anecdote. It
answers the judicious question Olivier
Wieviorka asks in his foreword: “Are men the
actors or victims of history – of their own
history?”
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Jean-Noël Fabiani
30 HISTOIRES INSOLITES QUI
ONT FAIT LA MÉDECINE
(30 Strange Tales that Made Modern
Medicine)
Plon, April 2017, 288 pages

Nicolas Mietton
UNE HISTOIRE ÉROTIQUE DE LA
DIPLOMATIE. DE LOUIS XIV AUX
GAULLISTES
(An Erotic History of French Diplomacy:
from Louis XIV to the Gaullists)
Payot, October 2016, 304 pages

◊

Surgeons often forget that
they owe their profession to a
barber by trade, who, in 1686,
managed to cure the Sun King.

From ancient medicine to the first heart
transplant, Dr. Jean- Noël Fabiani tells 30
strange tales that led to some of the most
important discoveries in the history of
medicine.
Nowadays everyone knows that washing your
hands is the simplest way to avoid spreading
disease, right?
Many other fascinating, real-life characters
appear in the sprawling saga told in this book:
Horace Wells, who discovered anesthesia but
wound up committing suicide in jail, slitting his
own femoral artery painlessly, thanks to
chloroform; Baron Larrey, who performed
amputations on wounded soldiers throughout the
night following the Battle of Eylau; and good old
Hippocrates who was inspired by Socrates’ last
words when writing his Oath, which doctors
around the world still recite, two millennia later...
This book is an invitation to a grand tour of the
history of medicine.
Dr. Jean-Noël Fabiani is the headof the cardiovascular surgery department at Georges Pompidou
European Hospital, in Paris. In addition, he teaches
medicine at University Paris-Descartes, where, for 10
years, he was in charge of teaching the history of
medicine. He is also one of the “French doctors” who
has performed surgery in Africa in extremely difficult
conditions.

◊

Rights sold in Poland
(Bellona).

◊

A book filled with fascinating
plot twists, in which
diplomatic pouches double as
vanity-cases.

A very unusual subject to illustrate how the
personal and the political are intertwined,
written in an anecdotic tone, in a similar vein to
An Erotic History of Versailles.
More often than you’d think, France’s Foreign
Affairs have been romantic or sexual affairs as
well: from the Peace of Westphalia (1648) to the
Fifth French Republic, there has been a lot of
lying down on the job of keeping France great...
though it has sometimes backfired. From studambassadors (La Chétardie, with Tsarina
Elizabeth I in the 18th century) and influential
mistresses (La Castiglione, sent to Napoleon III’s
bed to plead the cause of Italian unity) to the
“Gays d’Orsay” (Roger Peyrefitte) and the
“Gaullist tomcats” (the French Ambassador to
Russia Maurice Dejean, trapped by a Russian
Mata Hari)... and during the Third Republic,
there was even a “pillow budget” for visiting
princes and sovereigns.
Nicolas Mietton is the host of a radio talk
show about history. A memoirs and diary buff, he has
established several scholarly editions, including the
diary of Maurice Paléologue, France’s ambassador to
Russia from 1914 to 1917.
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Bruno Jarrosson
DE SUN TZU À STEVE JOBS: UNE
HISTOIRE DE LA STRATÉGIE
(From Sun Tzu to Steve Jobs. A History of
Strategy)

Jean-Yves Boriaud
LES BORGIAS
(The Borgias)
Perrin, April 2017, 300 pages

Dunod, October 2016, 256 pages

◊

Rights sold to: Russia
(Azbooka Atticus).

Following his book «100 years of
Management», Bruno Jarrosson gives his
readers a chronological trip through 25
centuries of strategy.
Originally military in use, strategy has irrigated
politics and economics. Without trying to be
exhaustive, the author has chosen the most
significant moments, authors and actors, from Sun
Tzu to Larry Page. He introduces trends and
concepts in a colourful style using clever analogies
from philosophy and literature. A book of general
knowledge on strategy to understand how to
apply these ideas today and to guide strategic
decisions.
Bruno Jarrosson is a strategy consultant and
Associate Director at DMJ Consultants. He is the
author of many books.

◊ Jean-Yves Boriaud brings a more
nuanced portrait of this notorious
dynasty.
The history of one of the most fascinating
families of the Renaissance, from the founder
Alonso to the redeemer Francesco.
Alonso, the first bishop of the Borja family,
succeeded, with the support of the Spanish crown
to become the first Borja pope, taking the name of
Calixtus III. A soldier at heart, obsessed by the
rise of the Turkish peril, he is known to posterity
mainly for his efforts to launch the sovereigns of
Europe into the crusade expected by the West.
Two generations later appeared the “Borgias”, a
hydra with three heads (Alexander, Caesar, and
Lucretia), which legend soon united in disgrace.
Concocted deliberately, this dark reputation has
erased their place in history: for Alexander, it was
that of a great Renaissance pope, anxious to give
the papacy its temporal foundations but entangled
in damaging amorous intrigues; for Caesar, that of
a hidalgo lost in the Church, which had become
the armed faction of the paternal Caesarean
Papism; and for Lucretia, married off to advance
family ambitions, that of one of the great ladies
who were the pride of the Italian Renaissance.
This lineage, before being washed away in the tide
of a formidable literary myth, was finally crowned
by the accession to sainthood of the next
generation’s Francesco Borgia, a Jesuit tormented
by his unfulfilled desire to redeem the faults
attributed to his forerunners.
Jean-Yves
Boriaud,
specializes
in
Renaissance Rome. He published a biography of
Galileo and translated great humanist texts, including
Machiavelli’s The Prince and The Art of War. In 2015, he
received the French national medieval book prize for
his biography of Machiavelli.
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Douglas Boyd
AGENTE
(Female Secret Agents in World Wars, Cold
Wars and Civil Wars)

Diane Ducret
LADY SCARFACE
Perrin, April 2016, 420 pages

The History Press, October 2016, 256 pages

◊

Rights sold in: Poland
(Bellona).

This book records the lives of the ‘agentes’
and investigates the powerful motives –
patriotism, ideology, love and revenge – that
drove them to undertake such dangerous
work.
Women volunteering to become secret agents or
spies risk thesame torture as men if caught,plus
sexual violence. Many of their male colleagues
mistrust them for ‘emotional unreliability’. Some
have indeed gone to bed with their captors,
seeking leniency. Mathilde Carré was caught by
the Abwehr in occupied France and betrayed
everyone in her Resistance network to her new
lover. At her trial, she said, ‘Women do not have
the same choices as men.’ Yet female agents of
SOE saved thousands of Allied soldiers’ lives. In
the Comintern’s 70-year war against the West,
Moscow’s many female agents seduced soldiers
and politicians, got divorced and married
following orders, financed revolutions and stole
nuclear secrets – many settling in the countries
they betrayed to avoid being shot on return to the
USSR.
Douglas Boyd is a critically acclaimed author
of both fiction and non-fiction. He was made an
honorary ex-legionnaire by past and serving members
of the Foreign Legion for his history of their unique
army. His previous books have been translated into 17
languages.

◊

Rights sold in: Poland (Znak).

◊

FEMMES DE DICTATEUR:
over 600,000 copies sold
worldwide with foreign rights
sold in 23 countries!

“These dames can kill with more than just their
looks”. Discover the women of the Mafia
underworld: wives, mistresses and gangsters
in their own right!”
They are called Ada and Mina Everleigh, “The
Empresses of Vice”; Bonnie Parker, of Bonnie &
Clyde fame; Mary Margaret Collins, “the ‘Kiss of
Death’ girl”; Louise Rolfe “the Blonde alibi”;
Thelma Todd, and Virginia Hill: they are the
companions of for- tune and misfortune, of
whisky, drugs and Al Capone’s interminable
parties. Pursued by FBI head J. Edgar Hoover
and Elliott Ness, they are the muses of the
Prohibition.
Runaways, rebels, free spirits, they have chosen
to be “Lady Scarface”, in life and in death.
A former student of the prestigious École
Normale Supérieure and of the Sorbonne, historian,
philosopher, and journalist, Diane Ducret is the author
the bestselling titles FEMMES DE DICTATEUR I &
II (Perrin, 2011, 2012) and CORPUS EQUI (Perrin,
2013). She has presented the Forum de l’histoire on the
History channel and produced documentaries for the
programme «Des Racines et des Ailes» on French
television. Her most recent title is LA CHAIR
INTERDITE (Albin Michel, 2014) and she is about to
publish her first novel with Flammarion: LES
INDÉSIRABLES (2017).
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Emmanuel Hecht (Ed.)
LA RUSSIE DES TSARS : D’IVAN LE
TERRIBLE À VLADIMIR POUTINE
(Tsarist Russia From Ivan the Terrible to Vladimir Putin)
Perrin, August 2016, 432 pages

◊

The history of Russia – its
politics, its borders and its
mentalities – seen through the
prism of its key leaders, from
the 16th century to the present
day.

◊

Eighteen fascinating
biographies that illustrate the
complexity of Russia and its
people.

◊

A unique volume with original
contributions from the some of
the most respected specialists
on the issue, including Hélène
Carrère d’Encausse, Jean des
Cars and Bernard Lecomte.

A prestigious collective work that brings
together the best historians and journalists
from the magazine L’Express.
In a series of lively and historically accurate
essays, based on the most reliable sources, it
depicts the personalities and actions of the
eighteen iconic leaders of Russia and the USSR,
from the aptly- named Ivan the Terrible to
Vladimir Putin.
Emmanuel Hecht, historian and journalist, is
the author of LES DERNIERS JOURS DES
DICTATEURS with Diane Ducret (2012) and LE
SIECLE DE SANG (Century of blood) with Pierre
Servent (2014).
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Bernard Lecomte
LES SECRETS DU KREMLIN
(The Secrets of the Kremlin)
Perrin, October 2016, 384 pages

◊

Rights sold in: Poland
(Bellona).

◊

A thorough investigation going
back to the source of the
mysteries and “scandals” from
the last century of Russian
history.

◊

A documented history of
Russia, which brings out of the
shadows the fictional
characters in the heart of the
most famous episodes of the
contemporary era.

◊

Crimes, plots, tricks: a real
political saga whose outcome is
still not written.

Permanent
special
correspondent
of
L’Express magazine in Moscow for 15 years,
BERNARD LECOMTE witnessed, day after day, the
saga of Gorbachev at the head of the Soviet Union and
is one of the best specialists on the “Gorbachev era” in
Europe. His knowledge of Russian, essential to the
task, facilitated access to the archives of the period and
made possible many important and informative
interviews. He is the author of JEAN-PAUL II
(Gallimard, 2003), LES SECRETS DU VATICAN
(Perrin, 2009 – 25.000 copies sold in France, 11
translations into foreign languages), LES DERNIERS
SECRETS DU VATICAN (Perrin, 2012 – 15.000
copies sold) and GORBACHEV (Perrin, 2014).

Instead of a chronological or linear narrative,
the author has decided to tell sixteen
sensational and classic episodes of this
century of fire and blood, combining tragedy
and romance. So much drama, so many
secrets that deserved further investigation.
And for such an endeavor prominent
Kremlinologist Bernard Lecomte has no equal.
The Kremlin. Behind its red brick walls, how
many conspiracies, mysteries, crimes and
betrayals has the famous Moscow fortress
concealed? For nearly a century it has been the
center and symbol of the communist empire,
founded by Lenin, bolstered by Stalin, managed
by Khrushchev and Brezhnev, dismantled by
Gorbachev and restored, for better or worse, by
Putin. So many questions, shadows, mysteries and
forbidden secrets still lurk behind the towers of
the Kremlin! Who killed Rasputin? How did Tsar
Nicolas II die? How did Stalin kill Trotsky? Who
were, really, Kravchenko, Andropov or the
“Farewell” spy? Where did Vladimir Putin come
from?
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François Kersaudy & Yannis Kadari
TOUS LES SECRETS DU IIIE REICH
(Every last Secret of the IIIrd Reich)
Perrin, November 2016, 480 pages

Anthony Tucker-Jones
SLAUGHTER ON THE EASTERN
FRONT
(Hitler And Stalin’s Wars, 1941-1945)
The History Press, May 2017, 288 pages

◊

In this book that comprises the
two volumes on the secrets of
the Third Reich, François
Kersaudy and Yannis Kadaris
revisit some mysterious
episodes in the history of
Nazism.

The two big bestsellers by François Kersaudy
and Yannis Kadaris, The secrets of the Third
Reich and The last secrets of the Third Reich
brought together in one volume.
While much has already been written about some
of these mysteries, there remained, for each one,
questions left unanswered, dark shadows, aspects
that were unexplored and even taboo, which
merited further investigation... In recounting and
revealing the greatest secrets of the Nazi regime
and its dignitaries, the authors, with their
meticulous attention to detail and their inimitable
talent as storytellers, shed new light on the
underside of one of the most astounding periods
of the twentieth century.
So who wrote Mein Kampf? How were the Nazis
planning to destroy the United States? What is
known of the Führer’s relationships with women?
How did Hitler imagine his new capital,
Germania? What was behind the Rudolf Hess
case? Who was responsible for the Reichstag fire?
What really happened in Hitler’s bunker in April
1945? And much more.

◊

Shocking exposure of reality
of German war with Russia
doomed almost from the
beginning but they kept on
fighting

◊

Behind-the-scenes accounts of
German command its successes
and failures

◊

Step-by-step account of brutal
fighting on the Eastern Front

New analysis of German war on the Eastern
Front based on German command documents
Anthony Tucker-Jones casts new light on the
brutal fighting on the Eastern Front in the Second
World War. Through his analysis of German
frontline command assessments, he reveals the
shocking destruction of German forces by the
Soviets as early as 1942 and yet Hitler kept on
fighting. Step by step, he describes how the
German war machine fought to its very last
against a relentless enemy.
Anthony Tucker-Jones spent nearly 20 years
in the British Intelligence Community before
establishing himself as a defense writer and military
historian. He has written extensively on aspects of
WW2 warfare, including Hitler’s Great Panzer Heist
and Stalin’s Revenge: Operation Bag ration.

François Kersaudy, author of numerous texts
on WWII, has written biographies of Churchill,
Goering, Mountbatten and MacArthur, and the only
book ever written on the relationship between de
Gaulle and Churchill. A multilingual historian, he has
received eleven French and British literary awards.
Yannis Kadari wrote a biography of General
Patton.
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Ali Laïdi
HISTOIRE MONDIALE DE LA
GUERRE ECONOMIQUE
(A World-Wide History Of Economic
Warfare)
Perrin, September 2016, 500 pages

◊

An unusual book that takes a
new look at world history:
through the prism of economic
violence.

◊

From Neolithic tribes to the
G20, from medieval Italian
cities to the Farewell affair: a
study that is both scholarly
and fascinating, and is wellserved by the author’s storytelling skills.

Indian Ocean trade route. Finally, the third part
traces the great economic battles from the
Industrial Revolution to the present: the race for
hydrocarbons, the war over patents for electricity,
the fierce rivalries of railway giants.
Ali Laïdi has already published several books
including:
LES
ÉTATS
EN
GUERRE
ÉCONOMIQUE, (2010) and AUX SOURCES DE
LA GUERRE ÉCONOMIQUE. FONDEMENTS
POLITIQUES ET PHILOSOPHIQUES (2012).

For the first time, an account of the violence of
economic relations in the world, from the
Middle Ages to today.
The world is at war, an economic war involving
States and big business. Most economists
steadfastly refuse to pay any attention to this war.
As if competition, god-like, could do no wrong.
yet this is not a nebulous concept or an invention:
the economic war is a fact that newspapers report
on daily basis, without revealing its significance:
Chinese strategy in Africa, the price of gas used as
a weapon by Moscow, American air tankers
bidding scandal, global competition for arable
land...This book is the first global synthesis on this
subject, exposing its stakes and risks.
Opening with a broad introduction defining the
subject, it establishes the concept of economic
war. The three sections that follow correspond to
crucial historical moments that mark turning
points in humanity’s trade relations. In the first
part, military orders, networks of the Hanseatic
league, the structuring of trade around fairs, and
the rivalries of the Italian city-states illustrate
moments of fierce competition in the Middle Ages.
The second part focuses mainly on the great
discoveries of the fifteenth century, notably the
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Christophe Lucand
LE VIN ET LA GUERRE
(Wine and War. How the Nazis took off with
the French Vineyard)

Didier Nourrisson
HISTOIRE DU VIN
(A History of Wine)
Perrin, April 2017, 350 pages

Armand Colin, March 2017, 448 pages

During the Second World War, wine was not
an anodyne product among others: following
their defeat, it quickly became France’s most
valuable plunder in the eyes of the Nazi
leaders.
This book tells in detail how the Berlin
authorities, in order to take a hold of all the
wealth of the conquered country, had planned to
seize colossal volumes of wine for its population
and army. Relying exclusively on original
unpublished sources, public or private, discovered
throughout the author’s research over the past
decade, this book offers a rather inglorious vision
of the position and role of certain wine producers
during the Second World War.
Christophe Lucand holds a Masters degree in
History and is the author of several books

◊

A sweeping overview that
extends from ancient times to
the present.

◊

Didier Nourrisson is a
historian specializing in food
and gastronomy,

◊

A lively and colourful history
of wine.

Wine and its history reveals both a society and
its time. In this overview, Didier Nourrisson
retraces the history of wine by taking the
consumer as his reference point rather than
the producer.
More than just a fermented product derived from
grapes, wine is a revealer of a society and its time.
It forges links among people and constitutes a
social marker as well as an economic, cultural and,
more recently, a public health issue.
Using an approach based on the consumer’s
viewpoint rather than the producer’s – the latter is
the more traditional perspective – Nourrisson
investigates the evolution of customs and the
modifications of wine itself. And indeed, the wine
of antiquity and the way it was consumed have
nothing to do with modern wine.
With his history of wine, Didier Nourrisson has
illuminated, with verve, a still undeveloped
historiographical field.
A professor of history, Didier Nourrisson
continues his research on dietary behaviors and health
policies (20 books in 30 years). His latest books on the
subject: CRUS ET CUITES. HISTOIRE DU
BUVEUR (A History of the drinker, 2013); AU
PÉCHÉ MIGNON. HISTOIRE DES FEMMES
QUI CONSOMMENT JUSQU’À L’EXCÈS (Guilty
pleasure. History of women who consume to excess, ,
2013); and, PROPRE ET SAIN. UN SIÈCLE
D’HYGIÈNE À L’ÉCOLE (Clean and healthy. A
century of hygiene at school, 2015).
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ENNEMIS (2012), FRANK SINATRA (2014), and
LES PRÉSIDENTS DES ÉTATS-UNIS. HISTOIRE
ET PORTRAITS (2016).

Georges Ayache
KENNEDY
(JFK Truths and Myths)
Perrin, March 2017, 210 pages

◊

It is hard to imagine JFK at
the age of 100. Yet this is how
old he would have become on
May 29, 2017, if fate had taken
a different turn.

◊

The time has come to
distinguish between the myth
of the flamboyant young
president (46 years old), and
the dark of the debauched
scion of a privileged family,
backed by the Mafia.

This didactic book draws from the best sources
to answer all of these crucial questions. It
succeeds in painting an objective picture of the
th
1,000 days JFK spent as the 35 leader of the
free world while portraying him dispassionately
as a man with two faces and a playboy.
JFK had only just been murdered by an assassin’s
bullets in Dallas on November 22, 1963 when he
went down in history as a legendary character.
Until the revelations about the turpitude of the
family clan, the amateurism of the presidential
team, their sexual escapades, darkened the
mythical image. Was JFK a hero of the Pacific
War? Did he enter the political arena by default?
Did this sailing enthusiast conceal his health
problems? What roles did his father Joe and the
Mafia play in his career? How can we assess his
actions towards the USSR, Cuba and Vietnam?
Or concerning the civil rights of AfricanAmericans? Was he the target of a plot?
A former diplomat with an academic
background in history, Georges Ayache is a specialist in
international relations. Now a lawyer, he has devoted
several books to the United States, including,
KENNEDY-NIXON,
LES
MEILLEURS
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Mary W. Craig
A TANGLED WEB
Mata Hari: Dancer, Courtesan, Spy

that protect original historical materials while
increasing their accessibility to researchers and the
general public.

The History Press, August 2017, 288 pages

◊

The first biography of Mata
Hari in over a decade, and the
first to draw on MI5 and
Metropolitan archives

◊

The first biography of Hari to
explore the involvement of
MI5 in her capture

◊

Corrects some of the
common misconceptions and
errors about Mata Hari

◊

Original research into all of
Mata Hari’s life from her
childhood to her death

A new study of the most infamous spy of the
First World War, published to coincide with the
th
100 anniversary of her execution.
In this new biography, Mata Hari is revealed in
all of her flawed eccentricity; a woman whose
adult life was a fantastical web of lies and halftruths. Following a bitter divorce and the death of
a young son, Hari reinvented herself as an exotic
dancer in Paris, before finally taking up the life of
a courtesan. She could have remained halfforgotten were it not for WWI and her disastrous
decision to become embroiled in espionage. What
happened next was part farce and part tragedy
that ended in her execution in October 1917.
Recruited by both the Germans and the French as
a spy, Hari – codenamed H- 21 – was also almost
recruited by the Russians. But the harmless
fantasies and lies she had told on stage had
become part of the deadly game of agents and
foreign agents during wartime. Struggling with
the huge cost of war, the French authorities
needed to catch a spy. Mata Hari, the dancer, the
courtesan, the fantasist, became the prize catch.
Mary W. Craig is a working historian
specializing in the history of Central Europe between
1848 and 1933. She also works as a community
archivist involved in the creation of archival systems
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Jean-Paul Belmondo
BELMONDO PAR BELMONDO
(Belmondo by Belmondo)
Fayard, October 2016, 304 pages

Jean-Paul Belmondo
MILLE VIES VALENT MIEUX
QU’UNE
(A Thousand Lives Are Worth More than
One)
Fayard, November 2016, 320 pages

◊

Rights sold in: Czech Republic
(Prah).

◊

With over 200 photographs,
some published here for the
first time ever, the album gives
us the story of his life, not just
his career: childhood, family,
women, friends, children,
movies and theater...

For the first time ever, Jean-Paul Belmondo
tells his story, in pictures.
Raised in an educated, affectionate family, the
typical Parisian schoolboy was in and out of
trouble. With his father’s consent, he took acting
lessons. At acting school he would he meet a
“gang” of aspiring young actors who, one after the
other, would become the great figures of French
cinema.
Next came Belmondo’s early film shoots. Yet it
wasn’t until Godard and the Nouvelle Vague that
Belmondo became a star in his own right and the
icon of an entire generation, owing to his
performance in Breatlhess, with Jean Seberg.
It was the start of an extraordinary international
career that went hand in hand with an explosive
personal life, including affairs with some of the
world’s most beautiful women: Sophia Loren,
Ursula Andress, Laura Antonelli.
Jean-Paul Belmondo was born on April 9,
1933. Initially a stage actor,he went on to become a cult
Nouvelle Vague actor. Alternating box-office hits,
arthouse movies and police movies, and he would work
with some of the world’s greatest directors and become
a genuine box office champion: nearly 150 million
viewers over the course of a 50-year career.

◊

65,000 copies sold.

◊

Rights sold in Bulgaria
(Colibri), Russia (Eksmo),
Czech Republic (Prah) and
Italy (Donzelli), Brazil
(L&PM), German rights under
negotiation.

For the first time ever, Jean-Paul Belmondo
tells his story.
Raised in an educated, affectionate family, the
typical Parisian schoolboy was in and out of
trouble. With his father’s consent, he took acting
lessons. At acting school he would he meet a
“gang” of aspiring young actors who, one after the
other, would become the great figures of French
cinema. Next came Belmondo’s early film shoots.
Yet it wasn’t until Godard and the Nouvelle
Vague that Belmondo became a star in his own
right and the icon of an entire generation, owing
to his performance in Breatlhess, with Jean
Seberg. It was the start of an extraordinary
international career that went hand in hand with
an explosive personal life, including affairs with
some of the world’s most beautiful women: Sophia
Loren, Ursula Andress, Laura Antonelli.
Jean-Paul Belmondo was born on April 9,
1933. Initially a stage actor, he went on to become a cult
Nouvelle Vague actor. Alternating box-office hits,
arthouse movies and police movies, he would work with
some of the world’s greatest directors and become a
genuine box office champion: nearly 150 million
viewers over the course of a 50-year career.
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Clara Royer
IMRE KERTÉSZ
L’HISTOIRE DE MES MORTS
(Imre Kertész – The Story of My Dead)
Actes Sud, January 2017, 400 pages

Sociales in Prague. In 2011, she published the novel
CSILLAG (Pierre-Guillaume de Roux). She co-wrote
with László Nemes the screenplay for FILS DE SAUL
(Grand prix du jury du festival de Cannes 2015).

« La matière de cet essai biographique est donc
extrêmement riche et abondante, et son auteur
réussit à dominer et à organiser cette matière
pour donner à lire un travail à la fois pointu et
accessible. Cet essai biographique est donc
extrêmement précieux à la fois pour le lecteur
familier de Kertész et pour celui qui connaît
moins l’oeuvre et ses contextes, à qui il permettra
de mieux en cerner les contours. » En
attendant Nadeau
« C'est la force de cette biographie, fouillée
mais respectueuse, elle n'en dit pas trop. » Le
Canard enchainé

◊

Awarded the Prix de la
Biographie by Le Point.

◊

Short-listed for the Prix
Aujourd'hui.

◊

Based on some 20 interviews
conducted between 2013 and
the author's death in 2016.

◊

This biography also draws on
previously undocumented
source material: the writer
granted the biographer access
to his private archives and
gave her permission to consult
his archives at the Berlin Arts
Academy.

« Raconter la vie pour mieux éclairer une
œuvre à (re)découvrir, où cet homme s’était tout
entier recréé : le défi était de taille. Il est relevé
avec fièvre, empathie et intelligence. » Le Point
« Un remarquable essai biographique.
Libération

»

The first biography of the winner of the Nobel
Prize for Literature in 2002.
The birth of the writer Imre Kertész, his effort to
become the intellectual and author he dreams of
being, the experience of deportation which haunts
him constantly, his relationship with Hungary and
Germany, his doubts and his consecration as a
writer are among the elements on which Clara
Royer draws in order to write this biography of
both the artist and the man.
This very comprehensive, skilfully narrated and
respectful essay consistently avoids the perils of
hagiography, instead focusing on how the writer
and his work 'co-created' each other in line with
Kertész's own view that writing was for him an
act of 'transformation'.
Clara Royer seeks to encapsulate that unique
identity that the writer claimed as his own: the
act of writing itself.
Novelist, scriptwriter and translator, Clara
Royer is a lecturer at the Sorbonne and the current
director of Centre Français De Recherche En Sciences
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Catherine Heyrendt-Sherman
CHURCHILL, BIOGRAPHIE
GOURMANDE
(Churchill a Savory Biography)

Pierre-Yves Beaurepaire
MARIE ANTOINETTE,
BIOGRAPHIE GOURMANDE
(Marie Antoinette a Savory Biography)

Payot & Rivages, November 2016, 144 pages

Payot & Rivages, November 2016, 176 pages

◊

An unusual and delectable
portrait of that great British
hero, Winston Churchill.

◊

A narrative filled to bursting
with mouthwatering
anecdotes.

◊

An approach to international
politics in which everything is
played out at the table.

By an eminent specialist in British history, this
book paints a portrait of Churchill, a man of
many superlatives, from the savory angle of
gastronomy. This biography is the first in a
new collection devoted to key historical figures
that presents them in an atypically private way:
at their dining table!
The dining table was a crucial place in Churchill’s
political life, as well as his personal one. Sitting
down with him is an invitation to a close-up view
of the century’s major conflicts and a lifestyle and
education that no longer exist. It is also – lastly
and most importantly – a front-row seat on the
Lord Admiral’s famous quips and quotes.
Catherine Heyrendt-Sherman teaches History
of British Culture and Civilisation at the University of
Reims, in addition to the classes she teaches at Sciences
Po. She is a cheerful young woman with a biting sense
of humor and a very British stiff upper lip. The only
faux pas in her otherwise spotless career: having been
born in France, when she is so often taken for a proper
Englishwoman.

◊

From her wedding banquet to
the condemned queen’s last
meal, a culinary biography
that debunks a wealth of
clichés about a highly
controversial character.

◊

A veritable voyage of
discovery through France’s
culinary heritage and the 18thcentury’s “modern cuisine”
revolution, guided by the
Marie-Antoinette’s tastes.
th

By one of the greatest historians of 18 century France, this book offers readers a
biography of Marie-Antoinette from the savory
point of view of gastronomy.
The second volume in a new collection devoted to
key historical figures that presents them in an
atypically private way: at their dining table! A
recreational work that will entertain readers while
allowing them to get to know a different side of
the famous queen, and of the century that
symbolized so well, in Talleyrand’s words, the
pleasure of living.
Pierre-Yves Beaurepaire, Professor of
History, specializes in the Age of Enlightenment and in
the Freemasons. He has been invited to Yale and the
University of Saint Petersburg. A bon vivant, he is
devoted to making academic subjects accessible to the
general public. Having been published in German,
English and Russian, he is proud to sign this little gem,
which was great fun both to research and to write.
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Laurent Stéfanini
À LA TABLE DES DIPLOMATES
(Dining with the Diplomats)

Alexandre Sumpf
RASPOUTINE
(Rasputin)

Les Arènes , October 2016, 336 pages

Perrin, November 2016 380 pages

BIOGR

◊

A selection of menus and
unpublished documents drawn
from the archives of the
French Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and of the Élysée
Palace.

◊

Gastronomy “à la française”
given pride of place.

Ranging from Francis I to COP21, some
twenty great diplomatic gatherings are
recounted by renowned historians (including
Hélène Carrère d’Encausse, Jean-Pierre
Babelon, François Kersaudy, Maurice Vaïsse,
Patrick Rambourg and Jacques-Olivier
Boudon).
Diplomatic history seen through the great feasts
“The destiny of nations depends on the manner in
which they eat.” This aphorism from BrillatSavarin stands as a good description of this
ambitious project which L’Iconoclaste proposed
to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the French
National Archives. Drawing on both texts and
images, this book tells the tale of major events in
history through the lens of diplomatic meals.
The meal “à la française” In parallel with this
historical examination, we asked some of the
leading chefs of today to peruse these menus with
their expert culinary eye and to revisit with their
savoir-faire the recipe for one of dishes on the
menu of the era in question.
As we switch between the past and the present,
the reader will progressively discover the his- tory
of the meal “à la française” (which features on
UNESCO’s world intangible heritage list) and
how this culinary savoir-faire has played a
(sometimes crucial) role in events which have
marked French history and in establishing
France’s image around the world.

◊

The story of the man first, also
exploring the multiple layers
of his demonization, revealing
much about the successive
metamorphoses of Russia in
the 20th century.

A new biography of the most controversial
character in Russian history.
Like Caligula, Grigori Rasputin is one of those
characters whose dark and omnipresent legend
obscures his real story. The life of the peasanthealer who became a favorite of the imperial
couple (Nicolas II and Alexandra) has long
fascinated us: his miraculous ability to treat the
hemophiliac Tsarevich; his Homeric escapades;
his meteoric rise and his mysterious murder,
which set the tone for the revolution and
eventually led the Romanovs and their autocracy
to follow him into the grave.
Considered one of the top specialists of Russian
and Soviet history, Alexandre Sumpf sets out to
investigate, consulting archives and the vast
existing bibliography, most of it in Russian.
Alexandre Sumpf is a lecturer in
contemporary history at the University of Strasbourg.
He attended the prestigious Ecole normale supérieure
and holds a doctorate in history. His first books DE
LÉNINE À GAGARINE. UNE HISTOIRE
SOCIALE DE L’URSS (Lenin to Gagarin. A social
history of the USSR) (Gallimard, 2013) and LA
GRANDE GUERRE OUBLIÉE. RUSSIE, 19141918 (The Great Forgotten War. Russia, 1914-1918)
(Perrin, 2014) brought him immediate recognition as
one of the most promising historians of his generation.
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Emanuele Coccia
LA VIE DES PLANTES
(The Life of Plants)

Laurent Lemire
MONSTRES ET MONSTRUOSITÉS
(Monsters & Monstrosity)

Roivages, November 2017, 192 pages

Perrin, May 2017, 216 pages

◊

World Spanish (Miño &
Davila Editores), Germany
(Hanser Verlag), Italy (Il
Mulino). Ongoing offer from
Brazil!

◊

Intertwining examples drawn
from philosophy, natural
sciences and art, this book
attempts to penetrate the
mystery of these singular
beings.

A singular and striking book about the
philosophical side of these living beings that
are often overlooked.
They are among the most prolific inhabitants of
our planet, yet philosophy has neglected and even
scorned them: plants have always been the victims
of metaphysical snobbery. Despite our growing
concern for ecology and increasing attention to
issues concerning nature and animals, plants, their
life forms and nature remain an enigma for
philosophy. Autotrophic beings living on the cusp
between the inorganic and the organic; beings
entirely focused on the effort of taking shape, of
fashioning their own bodies; beings with no
possibility of uprooting themselves and moving
about, plants still participate fully in the world
around them. As such, they represent the most
intense and paradigmatic form of being-in-theworld.
After studying both in Italy and in Paris,
Emanuele Coccia, philosopher, is now an associate
professor at the École des Hautes Etudes en Sciences
Sociales. He has also taught at the University of
Freiburg (and, more recently, at Columbia Uni- versity
.

◊

Infiltrating every field –
literary, artistic, scientific and
religious – the monster
fascinates and can be an object
for study or a freak show
attraction.

In his skillful and lively account of how the
monster evolved into the monstrous, Laurent
Lemire traces the link that leads from the
marvelous to the horrifying.
Starting with ancient mythological hybrids such
as the bird- headed man with bison depicted in the
Lascaux cave, going on to real monsters like the
Jurassic’s giant headless mollusks, and without
neglecting demons and vampires, Laurent Lemire
draws up a select bestiary of these creatures. But
venturing beyond mere appearance, the author
also focuses on the monstrosity of the human
mind (Jack the Ripper) and society’s ostracized
the mirror of its aberrations.
Reflecting our fears, the monster is the one who
reveals and warns. He thus holds a special place,
indicating the limits of human nature.
Laurent Lemire is a journalist at the magazine
Nouvel Observateur. He has written biographies in which
he combines history, culture and popular science:
MARIE CURIE (Perrin, 2001) LE SIÈCLE
D’ALBERT EINSTEIN (Albert Einstein’s century,
Perrin, 2008), ALAN TURING (Fayard, 2012 ) and
CES SAVANTS QUI ONT EU RAISON TROP
TÔT (The scholars who were right too soon, Tallandier
2013).
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Laurent Jullier
STAR WARS, ANATOMIE D’UNE
SAGA
(Star Wars. Anatomy of a Saga)
Armand Colin, November 2015, 224 pages, 3rd ed.

Olivier Loubes
CANNES 1939. LE FESTIVAL QUI
N’A PAS EU LIEU
(Cannes 1939. The Festival That Did Not
Take Place)
Dunod, April 2016, 288 pages

◊

Rights sold in Russia (Eksmo).

Star Wars, as fans say, is “much more than
just movies”! There are novels, games,
comics, websites, costumes, encyclopaedias,
without mentioning the national defence
program of the United States.
A universe that one can embrace and use in the
manner of a construction set to create but also to
reflect on important issues, and sometimes even a
lifestyle. On the eve of the release of the 7th
episode of this legendary saga popular movie, this
book dissects the films (main themes,
mythological and literary inspirations, narrative
springs...), compares them to classics of cinema
history and analyses the fans’ enthusiasm
(including the profusion of amateur short films,
both tributes and parodies of the work). A book
for all those who want to (re)discover Star Wars,
both a cinema and a society phenomenon.
Laurent Jullier is a teacher at the IECA
(Nancy) and research director at the IRCAV
(Sorbonne Nouvelle).

◊

Based on unreleased archives,
the testimonies, this book tells
the story of the invention of
the largest film Festival in the
world.

Everything was ready! The first Cannes Film
Festival was to be held from the 1st to the 20th
of September 1939. The beginning of the war
prevented the event from being held, and it
therefore never took place. However Cannes
39 did exist, planned down to the smallest
detail, in no time at all, leaving dozens of
articles and boxes of archives that were kept at
the French Cinematheque.
How was the Cannes Film Festival born, how did
it project itself in the social and political
imagination of France and the world in 1939?
Because if Cannes 39 existed, it is primarily as the
projection of a world already caught in a cultural
war between fascist and antifascist powers.
Olivier Loubes, historian of education and
political imagination of French society, is a specialist of
Jean Zay, lives and teaches in Toulouse. Author for
Armand Colin of JEAN ZAY.
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TRUE STORIES /
MEMOIRS
Aïchatou & Mina Kaci
ENLEVÉE PAR BOKO HARAM
(Kidnapped By Boko Haram)
Michel Lafon, January 2016, 250 pages

◊

Rights sold in: Poland
(Proszynski).

◊

The moving testimony of a
young woman from Nigeria
who with incredible willpower
managed to escape Boko
Haram after being forcibly
married to one of its members.

◊

A chilling story about life in
the territories dominated by
Islamic terrorist groups.

◊

With a fascinating analysis of
the journalist Mina Kaci and a
moving tribute by Monique
Clesca, Representative of the
United Nations Fund.

◊

There is a battle to be fought
in rehabilitating these young
women and defeating hostagetaking. Since her return,
Aïchatou started an
educational establishment in
Niamey and dreams of
becoming a “great intellectual”

On 24 November 2014, her life fell apart when
the fundamentalists seized Damask, her home
town in North-East Nigeria. At 9 a.m.,shots rang
out. Aïchatou’s mother hurried to her daughter’s
school, knowing that the soldiers were there to
take the young, pretty students. They both took
shelter with her sister and brother-in-law, the
latter considered one of the sages of the village.
The gamble paid off and the two women were safe
for the night. They had to escape and try to reach
Niger – but one by one they were caught in an
ambush during which Boko Haram captured 400
women and children in Damask.
In this book Aïchatou recounts how she was taken
by the fundamentalists to a house where, with
forty other young girls, they made them wear
clothing more “fitting” to Islam, engage in intense
study of the Koran and do housework. The girls
endured this regime for three weeks until the day
they were delivered over to their respective
“husbands”. Aïchatou’s spouse was as old as her
father. She had left one prison for another.
Aïchatou had made herself follow the rules
meekly so as to avoid all trouble but inside herself
she refused to submit. Her compliance earned her
a few minutes freedom in which she went for a
walk with four of her friends – an opportunity to
flee, cross the border into Niger and return to her
family, who had previously escaped there.
Aïchatou is Nigerian and she is 14 years old.
At the end of 2014, she was held prisoner for 45 days
by the extremist group Boko Haram, married by force
and raped. Mina Kaci is a journalist for L’Humanité.

« L’adolescente qui témoigne sous couvert
d’anonymat n’est pas la première à raconter son
calvaire. Mais le dialogue qu’elle a pu nouer avec
la journaliste Mina Kaci, présente plusieurs
semaines avec elle à Niamey où elle a trouvé
refuge, permet d’entrer dans le récit intime d’une
victime de Boko Haram. » Le Monde
« Assiatou a choisi de raconter son histoire
pour se délester de sa douleur et de ses
angoisses. » Jeune Afrique

In April 2014, the extremist group Boko Haram
erupted into the media headlights when it
kidnapped 276 schoolgirls. A brilliant year 9
student, Aïchatou followed Boko Haram’s
crimes on the Internet: “I saw the video where
they showed the kidnapped schoolgirls of
Chibok. I said to myself I was certain to suffer
the same fate.”
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Sarah Marquis
SAUVAGE PAR NATURE
(Wild By Nature)
Michel Lafon, April 2014, 300 pages

Sarah Marquis
INSTINCTS
(3 Months Walking Alone In The Wild West
Of Australia)
Michel Lafon, September 2016, 304 pages

◊

◊

◊

Awarded the prestigious 2014
National Geographic
Adventurer of the Year
Award!!!

◊

Rights sold to: Germany
(Piper), US (Harper &
Collins) and Italy (Sperling &
Kupfer) and Russia (Eksmo).

The story of a survival
expedition that devotees of the
genre will love.

◊

A book that awakens every
reader’s desire to transcend
their limits.

90,000 copies sold in France!

◊

A superb photo book.

Sarah Marquis decided to give up her
humdrum life in the Swiss mountains and
began to go on challenging hikes, alone, in
search of the unknown. Here she describes
her incredible 3-year hike from Siberia to
Australia:
Sarah Marquis pushes herself to a place where
you can see the true essence of things. Her trek
becomes an exploration of the essential, a
remarkable story of immensities that challenge
our perceptions. In a first 20 000 kilometers
odyssey in which armed only with a 30-kilo
backpack, she experienced the superb scenery of
Lake Baikal and the lush jungle of Laos, the wild
splendour of the wolves of Siberia and the snow
leopards of the Gobi Desert, and had surprising
encounters with very different people.
Sarah Marquis would have every reason to boast
about her achievements, yet does not. She is
searching for something greater!

Set out with Sarah Marquis on an incredible
walk in Australia: a 3-month confrontation
without supplies or money.
Knowledge of flora and fauna is the best tool for
survival. Daily routine involves picking the fruit
of the baobab tree and hunting insects or snakes,
perfecting the art of fishing and master the times
of the tides to make sea water drinkable with a
porcelain filter. In the kingdom of crocodiles she
is on constant lookout: she knows that the
slightest carelessness could be fatal…
Back at camp in the evening, once the solar panel
has charged the infra-red camera and it is
switched on, let yourself be cradled along with her
by the rocking of the hammock and experience
the wildness of the night.
Sarah had prepared for this trip – on her own
admission, her most difficult expedition – her
whole life. In Instincts, she invites you to share it.
Sarah Marquis decided to give up a life of
routine in the Swiss mountains to undertake solitary,
intense walks in search of the unknown. In SAUVAGE
PAR NATURE [« Wild by nature »], she recounted
her long, 3-year trek from Siberia to Australia. With
INSTINCTS, she plunges us into her latest solitary
survival expedition, begun on 6 June 2015, from east to
west of the wild region of Kimberley in northwest
Australia.
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Didier Van Cauwelaert
AU DELÀ DE L’IMPOSSIBLE
(Beyond the Impossible)
Plon, November 2016, 360 pages

◊

30.000 copies sold!

◊

With his meticulous
investigative style, his
wonderful sense of humor and
of wonder paired with critical
distance, Didier van
Cauwelaert brings us on a
breath-taking adventure.

◊

This book is like a treasure
hunt, leading us from the
infinite knowledge of ancient
civilizations to the most recent
scientific discoveries in the
field of physics.

◊

A how-to guide to the spacetime continuum to the secrets
of an inexhaustible supply of
free, non-polluting energy that
could be made available to
mankind in the near future.

who refuse to give in either to the censorship of
the living or to the silence of death.
Didier van Cauwelaert has won both a range
of literary prizes and a large readership. Winner of the
Del Duca Prize for his first novel, in 1982, and the
Goncourt and Nimier Prizes for UN ALLER SIMPLE
(One-Way Journey) in 1994, he also won the Popular
Science Prize for his 2002 book L’APPARITION (The
Appearance). His most recent works include JULES
(Albin Michel, 2014), LE DICTIONNAIRE DE
L’IMPOSSIBLE (“The Dictionary of the Impossible,”
Plon, 2014) and LE NOUVEAU DICTIONNAIRE
DE L’IMPOSSIBLE (“The New Dictionary of the
Impossible,” Plon, 2015).

What if we had absolute proof that after death,
our consciousness continued to transmit
emotions and information? And what if the
proof was brought to us by the two greatest
scientific geniuses?
That is the incredible adventure Didier van
Cauwelaert found himself caught up in after the
publication of his best-selling two-volume
Dictionary of the Impossible, which sold 65,000
copies!
Our entire view of our world and our future
becomes far more hopeful as we advance through
these revelations that come (apparently) from
Albert Einstein and Nikola Tesla – two free spirits
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Luc Ferry
MYTHOLOGIE ET PHILOSOPHIE
Mythology and Philosophy
The Meaning of the Great Greek Myths

Mircea Eliade & Ioan Peter Couliano
DICTIONNAIRE DES RELIGIONS
(Dictionary of Religions)
Plon, October 2016, 368 pages

Plon, November 2016, 592 pages

◊

12.000 copies already sold!

Taking a new look at Greek mythology,
illuminated by Luc Ferry’s philosophical
standpoint and expert interpretation.
“Our everyday speech is studded with dozens of
expressions that come directly from Greek mythology: having “an Achilles’ heel ” or “the Midas touch”,
making a “Her- culean effort,” “opening Pandora’s
box,” being “caught between Scylla and Charybdis,”
fearing a “ Trojan horse ”, remembering to “ beware
of Greeks bearing gifts, ” etc. Hun- dreds of sleepy
references to Sirens, Typhon, Ocean, Triton,
Python, Sibyl, Stentor, Mentor, Laius, Argus,
Oedipus and other mythical characters still slip
incognito into our daily conversations. I invite you
to awaken them with this retelling of the
magnificent tales they derive from. But that’s not
all. The great myths are more than just “tales and
legends.” They also offer tremendously profound
wisdom and life lessons. Mythology is a grandiose
attempt to provide answers to the ages-old
metaphysical question of “the right way for
mortals to live.” Therefore, studying mythology,
which is fascinating in its own right, constitutes an
excellent introduction to philosophy.”
Philosopher, former Minister of Education,
LUC FERRY is the author of numerous bestsellers,
including APPRENDRE À VIVRE (Learning to Live,
2006); LA SAGESSE DES MYTHES (The wisdom of
myths, 2008); LA RÉVOLUTION DE L’AMOUR
(The revolution of love, 2010); L’INNOVATION
DESTRUCTRICE (Destructive innovation, 2014) and
LA RÉVOLUTION TRANSHUMANISTE, (2016).

◊

35,500 copies sold!

◊

First editions translated in18
languages!

◊

A new edition of THE
reference on the subject, by
renowned religious historian
Mircea Eliade.

When he finished his monumental History of
Religious Ideas, Mircea Eliade wanted to
synthesize the work of a lifetime devoted to
religious history into a single volume. Unable
to complete the undertaking on his own, he
requested the help of Ioan P. Couliano,
professor of History of Religions at the
University of Chicago, in bringing the vast
enterprise to its conclusion.
This dictionary is the fruit of that phenomenal
task. Not only does it contain essential articles
about various religions around the world, it also
includes a series of informative entries about the
founders of religions, prophets, holy books, and
various spiritual currents that have marked
humanity’s religious history. This is THE
reference in the field.
Born in Bucharest en 1907, Mircea Eliade
wrote about comparative religious history directly in
French. After having taught at the Sorbonne and other
European universities, he went on to be Chair of the
History of Religions in the University of Chicago
Divinity School from 1957 to his death, in 1986.
Born in Rumania in 1950, Ioan P. Couliano
studied at the University of Bucharest and then at
Sacred Heart University in Milan, where he worked
with Ugo Bianchi. In 1975, he started doing postdoctoral work with Mircea Eliade at the University of
Chicago, then taught at the University of Groningen, in
the Netherlands, before being becoming a professor in
the University of Chicago Divinity School. He died in
1991.
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Philippe Martin & Fabienne Henryot
DICTIONNAIRE HISTORIQUE DE
LA SAINTE VIERGE
(Historical Dictionary of the Virgin Mary)
Perrin, April 2017, 576 pages

votos are deposited before Our Lady of
Aparecida. It is in her name that the Night
Wolves travel the roads of Russia and Central
Europe on their motorcycles; when Filipinos rose
up against their dictatorship, they appealed to her,
rosary in hand.
To describe the innumerable forms of the cult of
Our Lady, this dictionary containing 150 entries is
divided into four sections. The first consists of
general articles, summaries of already welldocumented topics (Apparitions, Immaculate
Conception, Mariolatry, etc.).
The second takes on the devotees, official religious
congregations (Orthodox, Protestants, etc.) and
more unusual social groupings (Bikers, Soccer
players, Sailors, etc.).

◊

A unique dictionary that shows
the richness and multiple
facets of the cult of the Virgin.

◊

The authors have brought
together nearly 40 scholars
(including historians,
theologians, politicians,
philosophers, literary scholars
and anthropologists) who have
combined this ensemble, which
is certain to become the
definitive reference on the
subject.

◊

The third visits sanctuaries (Aparecida, Fatima,
Guadalupe, Lourdes, etc.). Finally, the fourth
brings together critiques and challenges.
Philippe Martin, a professor of modern
history at Lyon 2 University, is a director at ISERL
(Higher institute for the study of religions and
secularism).
Fabienne Henryot, curator at the Lausanne
Cantonal Library(in charge of the theological and
religious sciences collections) and associate professor at
ENSSIB (higher institute of information and library
sciences).

The whole book outlines a
historical narrative formed
around three high points: the
beginning of the sixteenth
century, when the Marian
figure was held up as a banner
against Protestantism and
personal and collective
devotions were thus amplified;
the mid-nineteenth century,
marked by the emergence of
new cult sites and the
proclamation of the dogma of
the Immaculate Conception;
and the middle of the
twentieth century, when the
Second Vatican Council
recalibrated Marian piety,
which some considered
invasive.

Marian devotion is one of the essential forms
of contemporary religiosity, extending beyond
the Christian world.
She has been the object of prayers for centuries.
The faithful pray to her, but so do football players
and sailors. Every month, 19,000 objects and ex44
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Frédéric le Moal
LES DIVISIONS DU PAPE
(The Vatican vs. Totalitarianism 19171989)

François Taillandier
JÉSUS
(Jesus)
Perrin, August 2016, 350 pages

Perrin, September 2016, 450 pages

◊

The originality of this book
lies in the study of the battle
waged by the Holy See
between 1917 and 1991 against
the three totalitarian systems
that plotted its demise: the
Soviet Union, Fascist Italy and
the Third Reich.

The Vatican’s stand against the three great
totalitarian regimes of the twentieth century.
Stalin’s sarcastic remark “The Pope, how many
divisions has he got?” is well-known. Much less
so, the retort of Pope Pius XII, at the
announcement of the death of the Father of
Nations: « Now he can see how many divisions we
have up there! » Both contain an element of truth:
how could the pitiful Swiss Guard have possibly
prevented an invasion of the Vatican? In any case,
the order to invade was never given.
The book opens with the little-known pontificate
of Benedict Xv and ends with that of John Paul
II, the pope who came from the communist East.
It details the struggles of Pius XI, the caution of
Pius XII, and the overtures of John XXIII and
Paul VI; it analyzes how the popes have
established relationships with very different
regimes, from the USSR to the United States, as
well as Franco’s Spain and republican France.
The fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 gave the
Vatican an extraordinary and lasting prestige. But
to get to that point, it had to take several paths,
navigate world conflicts, sign agreements with
dictatorial regimes while denouncing their
ideology, and bargain without compromising
itself.
Frédéric Le Moal has published several works
including VICTOR EMMANUEL III. UN ROI
FACE À MUSSOLINI (2015) – licensed in Italy to
Libreria Goriziana.

◊

To approach Jesus, François
Taillandier goes back to the
original texts in ancient Greek
with an attitude of total
openness, to the point of
courting controversy.

◊

In this work, the gaze of the
critical reader and that of the
“free” Catholic converge so
that this presence, this
message that changed the
course of history, can be
extracted from the traditional
Christian approach.

A literary life of Jesus written by a novelist and
a believer.
Sensitive to words, to the construction of
narratives and their strength, the author returns
to the texts that speak of Jesus, the Gospels. One
recurrent question guides his thought: who is
telling us what? It is indeed strange to consider
that in all probability, the authors of these texts
never encountered Jesus. They wrote the story of
his life decades after his crucifixion in a language
that was not his: Greek. And what are we to think
of the facts and beliefs recounted, such as the
Annunciation, the miracle of Cana, the countless
healings and the Resurrection?
Novelist François Taillandier is best known
for writing ANIELKA (winner of the French Academy
novel prize, Stock, 1999) and a suite in five volumes,
LA GRANDE INTRIGUE (2005-2009). He is also the
author of L’ÉCRITURE DU MONDE (Scripture of
the world, Stock, 2013), LA CROIX ET LE
CROISSANT (The Cross and the Crescent, Stock,
2014) and SOLSTICE (Stock, 2015) a series praised
by the press as an outstanding achievement in the
historical novel category.
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Easy to read and thoroughly
scientifically, this essay offers
perspective on the disease.

rigorous
a new

Dr Michael Nehls
GUÉRIR ALZHEIMER
(Curing Alzheimer's – Realising and Acting
In Time)
Actes Sud, February 2017, 432 pages
20 illustrations by Jill Enders

◊

Rights sold in: Czech Republic
(Euromedia) and Taiwan
(Business Weekly
Publications/ Cité Publishing
Ltd).

◊

Translated from German by
Isabelle Liber (translator of
bestselling title by Giulia
Enders Darm mit Charme)

◊

Contains twelve illustrated
fact sheets detailing a range of
non-prescription medicines
that are also very useful for
prevention.

Doctor Michael Nehls, a researcher in
molecular genetics, presents in this book the
latest clinical research – both American and
European – which proves that the symptoms of
Alzheimer's can be reversed in the early
stages of the disease when 'only' the
hippocampus is affected.
It has now been established that this is where the
disease begins, and from there it spreads, rapidly
producing disturbing symptoms.
These spectacular results furnish proof that
certain
combinations
of
non-prescription
medicines not only prevent the progression of the
disease but also eradicate the symptoms which
have already appeared. One day, more and more
patients will be able to say: I once had Alzheimer's.
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Normand Mousseau
COMMENT SE DÉBARASSER DU
DIABÈTE DE TYPE 2 SANS
CHIRURGIE NI MÉDICAMENT
(How to Get Rid of Diabetes Without
Surgery or Treatment)
Boréal, January 2016, 280 pages

lire pour quiconque s’intéresse à la question,
particulièrement si vous vous intéressez au
diabète parce que vous en souffrez. » Normand
Baillargeon, Les Libraires
« Plus qu'un témoignage personnel, c'est un
essai très bien documenté, qui ouvre aussi une
réflexion sérieuse sur la compréhension de la
maladie et la place importante qu'elle prend dans
notre société obésogène. » Québec Science
« Le livre de Mousseau a trois mérites : il
vulgarise très efficacement tous les aspects du
diabète de type 2, il offre un espoir crédible de
guérison aux malades et, c’est ce qui le rend
intéressant pour le grand public, il montre que la
science doit rester en débat pour évoluer. » Louis
Cornellier, Le Devoir

◊

English manuscript available.

◊

Rights sold in France (Thierry
Souccar).

After being diagnosed with type 2 diabetes,
Normand Mousseau refused to abide by the
recommendations of his doctor and sought the
road to recovery. He decided to follow a new
therapeutic approach, based on a strict low
calorie diet.
It is tempting to see in diabetes a chronic
manageable disease through medication. This
overlooks the fact that diabetes is responsible for a
significant number of cases of blindness,
amputation, kidney disease, and heart failure.
Anyone who suffers is sentenced to spend the rest
of his life watching his diet and taking medication,
knowing that sooner or later they will lose their
control of their disease.
Today, he no longer has diabetes. He shares his
personal experience, while offering the reader a
scientific explanation of both the causes of the
disease and the reasons why this therapy may
successfully eradicateit. Finally, it clearly indicates
the different steps to achieve this.
Normand Mousseau is Professor in Physics at
the University of Montreal and holds the Canada
Research Chair in Computational Physics of Complex
Materials. He is the author of several books on the
topic: La Révolution des gaz de schiste (2010) and Le
Défi des ressources minières (2012). Since September
2011, he has been producing and hosting a weekly radio
show on popular science.

« Outre cet espoir qu’il apporte aux
diabétiques, un des grands mérites de l’ouvrage
est de leur présenter de manière claire et
pédagogique une masse considérable de précieuses
informations sur leur maladie. Voici un livre à
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Xavier Delengaigne
MÉMORISER SANS PEINE
Memorizing Effortlessly with MindMapping. Hints and Tips to Build and
Reinforce your Memory 2nd Edition
Dunod, August 2016, 256 pages

◊

A practical guidebook written
by a mind-mapping, project
management, and
organizational specialist.

We understand how brain works but, more
importantly, how to double the capacity of our
memories by learning how to rely on external
aids.
It thus offers the reader the choice between
increasing the potential of his/her memory by
strengthening it and/or of eliminating useless
information through better organization.
Xavier Delengaigne, A regional attaché
specialized in new information and communication
technologies, Director of information systems in Lille,
France, trainer in management and IT, digital blogger
and the author of several books
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Emmanuelle Piquet
MON ADO, MA BATAILLE
COMMENT APAISER LA
RELATION AVEC NOS
ADOLESCENTS
(My Teen, My Minefield: How to Achieve
More Peaceful Relations with Our Teenaged
Children)

Myriam David
L’ENFANT DE 2 À 6 ANS
(The Child from 2 to 6 years old)
Dunod, August 2016, 128 pages

Payot, January 2017, 284 pages

◊

Concrete examples show us
how to gain a different kind of
authority, to better accompany
our teenaged children serenely
towards what matters most to
us: their achieving happy
independence.

How can you resolve relations with your teen
children and find the right stance for helping
them, and yourself, acquire greater selfconfidence during this key but tricky period?
Your teens are glued to a screen, you never see
them doing homework, you don’t know their
friends, and they’re going out more and more.
You want to protect them and help them become
more autonomous and responsible, but every time
you try to get close to them, it feels like stepping
onto a minefield.
Emmanuelle Piquet has been working with
teens and their parents for 10 years. She trains brief
psychotherapy practitioners from the Palo Alto School.
Her books published by Payot include, most notably,
TE LAISSE PAS FAIRE! AIDER SON ENFANT
FACE AU HARCÈLEMENT À L’ECOLE (Don’t Let
Yourself Get Stepped On! Helping Your Child Deal
with Bullying at School).

◊

Rights on the previous editions
sold to: Brazil, Romania.

◊

The author shows the
preponderant role while
avoiding a simplification which
is formidable in this field.

The book deals with life with others, the
emergence and orientation of sexuality, the
discovery of boy or girl gender. This age period
of 2 to 6 years offers parents new possibilities
of exchange in the family context and during
the first years of school life.
This book covers the “founding” period in terms
of emotional life, since the young child’s feelings
and emotions, as well as his needs and tendencies,
already presuppose genuine human relationships,
that is, mainly family relations (need for
dependence and autonomy, feelings of opposition
or attachment).
Myriam David is a French psychoanalyst,
pediatrician and psychiatrist (1917-2004). Pioneer on
mother-child interactions in France, the research that
she carried out on the different types of early
interactions remain to this day a model for clinical
observation with a truly scientific approach to these
issues.
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Raphaël Haumont
LE PETIT CHIMISTE GOURMAND
EN CUISINE
(The Little Gourmet Chemist in the Kitchen.
30 Family Experiments to Share – 2nd
Edition)

Marc Pistorio
DIS-MOI QUI TU AIMES, JE TE
DIRAI QUI TU ES
(Tell Me Who You Love, And I Will Tell You
Who You Are)

Dunod, March 2016, 144 pages

312 pages

◊

Rights sold to: Hong Kong,
Macao, Taiwan, South Korea

Professor Raphaël Haumont, a specialist in the
sciences of cuisine, inspired by a chef, Thierry
Marx, a heavyweight in the kitchen, presents
even more delicious little experiments to do in
the kitchen.
For each one, scientific explanations are given: do
and observe... and taste! How to make magic with
a cake? How to make fruits sparkle. How to make
choux pastry even puffier? How to make
homemade chewing gum? This new edition
contains 7 new recipes and more sweet cakes
recipes to try.
Raphaël Haumont is a lecturer and researcher
in physical chemistry of materials at the University
Paris Sud. He is head of the academic chair “Cuisine of
the Future,” and with Thierry Marx he created the
French Centre of Culinary Innovation. He received the
Felix prize for innovation from the Centrale Alumni
Association and regularly appears on television

Edito/Mon Agent & Compagnie, October 2015,

◊

15,000 copies sold in Canada.

◊

Rights sold France
(Flammarion) and Romania
(Niculescu.)

The theory of attachment applied to love!
Recent psychological and neuropsychological
studies show that amorous attachment is shaped
from early childhood: it takes root in the
emotional relationship we share with our parents
and it evolves into adulthood in a couple. So the
quality of this relation- ship is essential. In this
book, the author goes over the basis of the theory
on emotional attachment and allows you to
ascertain your kind of attachment and that of your
partner.
Marc PISTORIO, a psychologist and
mediator, is a doctor in clinical psychology and a
member of the Quebec psychological board. He gives
lectures in public and private institutions and is very
active in the media (newspapers, magazines, television
and radio). He has written VÉRITÉ OU
CONSÉQUENCES (2008) and LA SAGESSE DE
NOS COLÈRES (2010, Éditions de l'Homme).
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Heidi Beroud-Poyet & Laura Beltran
LES FEMMES ET LEUR SEXE
(Women and Their Sex Lives and Organs:
No More Pain, Finding Desire Again,
Feeling Free)

the new generation of clinical sexologists, mainly
women in their 40s, who are in touch with the issues of
this book’s audience: 25-45 year olds.

Payot, March 2017, 284 pages

◊

Two clinical psychologistssexologists share the fruit of
years of experience, in this
volume that combines firstperson accounts with practical
advice.

◊

A liberating book that
addresses a subject that
inhibits many women,
complicating their lives:
relieving sexual pain and
(re)discovering desire.

◊

A gold mine of concrete
information that all women
(and their partners) should get
their hands on.

Both a manual of self-discovery and a guide to
pleasure, this book describes the secret lives
of women’s genitalia, their “mechanics,”
constraints and liberation.
No, sexuality doesn’t provide nothing but
pleasure! It can also engender fear, confusion and
pain, and people can lack confidence in their
skills. They might not be in the mood, want to do
sports or read a book instead. All of that happens,
all of it’s normal, and none of it’s anything to be
ashamed of.
But knowledge isn’t everything, you also have to
learn to let go, and to feel and be more aware of
your own sex.
A reassuring, insightful and precise book to
help break out of the “Not tonight, dear, I’ve
got a headache” cycle, and to find peace with
the fluctuations of one’s desire.
Heidi Beroud-Poyet and Laura Beltran are
clinical psychologists and sexologists. They represent
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Frédéric Brigaud
GUIDE DE LA FOULÉE
(Guide To A Correct Stride With A Forefoot
Strike)

Frédéric Brigaud
AMÉLIORER SA POSTURE
(Improve Your Body Posture In Everyday
Life And Sports Activity)

Mon Agent & Cie, October 2016, 256 pages

Mon Agent & Cie, September 2016, 128 pages

New body gestures for greater efficiency and
comfort when running and practicing sports.

The keys to understand the importance of
improving, keeping and toning up our body’s
posture for a better health.

A stride that uses a forefoot strike cannot be
summarized by a forefoot strike: the localization
of the strike, the process of stepping, the quality
of shock absorption, the frequency of the strike
are all elements that need to be understood and
mastered. This guide answers all these questions
and gives all indications.
Doctor of osteopathy, Frédéric Brigaud is a
consultant in human biomechanics, the designer of the
dynamic postural principles of his dynamic joint
stacking system (EADconceptTM) and an author. This
guide is the fruit of his research and his own practice
using the forefoot strike.

The body posture is the foundation on which each
movement is built and on which stability,
reactivity and capacity rely to compensate for an
unbalance, i.e. to insure our well-being in
everyday life and sports. Fortunately, it’s possible
to take control over the posture of the body to
improve its dynamics.
Frédéric BRIGAUD assists high performance
athletes with D.O. osteopathy since 1994. He has
designed postural-dynamic principles for a better
management of the body and the biodynamical
strategies in the movement. His suggested methods are
suitable for any sport activity. His pedagogy addresses
both professionals and amateurs.
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François Collombet is a wine expert journalist
and creator of the website www.dico-du-vin.com.

François Collombet
CÉPAGES ET VINS
Grapes and Wines. Grapes that Make Good
Bottles
Dunod, September 2016, 304 pages

◊

The particularities and
characteristics of each grape,
their taste and colors are
illustrated with information on
both the vineyard and the
wine.

◊

This guide also presents,
through a series of maps, the
grapes of some of the most
important vineyards in France
and the world as well as
bouquets and a wine directory.

◊

The book can be browsed
according to grape variety,
region or wine. Not to be read
with moderation.

Illustrated with photographs, maps, bottles and
watercolours by renowned ampelographers
Viala and Vermorel, this guide presents close
to a hundred varieties of grapes, from the most
commonly used to the more original or
forgotten ones.
In addition to the soil and the climate, the grape is
one of the most important elements to produce
wine. It is the grape that gives it the taste, color
and palette. The range of varieties is not restricted
to the stars of the moment, such as Chardonnay,
Cabernet, Merlot or even Riesling. The vineyard
represents a significant cultural heritage by the
diversity of its varieties, which too often are
overlooked or ignored.
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Patrick Poivre d’Arvor
SAINT EXUPÉRY
(Saint-Exupéry, The Satchel of Memories)

news from 1975 to 2008, making him one of the most
famous and popular personalities on the French
broadcasting scene.

Michel Lafon, November 2016, 160 pages

◊

Saint-Exupéry fascinates every
generation.

◊

Photographs that illustrate a
very moving account, written
by an expert on SaintExupéry.

◊

Previously unpublished
documents from the archives
of the Foundation SaintExupéry.

◊

From picture to picture and
word to word, Patrick Poivre
d’Arvor’s love of his idol
becomes ever clearer as he
guides us through the saga of
the most famous of French airforce pilots.

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry was among the most
fascinating French figures of the 20th century.
He was an airmail and air-force pilot, but
above all a world-famous writer. His timeless
tale The Little Prince has held generations of
children spellbound.
Patrick Poivre d’Arvor invites us to rediscover the
story of a man who has fascinated him since
childhood, looking back over the most striking
aspects of Saint-Exupéry’s life, from his birth in
Lyon to his last flight on July 31, 1944. He looks
at the people who were closest to the pilot and
author (family, friends and lovers), his passions
and the possessions he held dear, such as the
bracelet that enabled the identification of the P38Lightning he flew on his final mission, found off
the coast of Marseille in the 2000s. In short, this
illustrated ‘bible’ tells the reader all there is to
know about ‘Saint-Ex’.
Prolific writer Patrick Poivre d’Arvor is the
author of nearly sixty novels and biographies. A great
lover of literature and the arts, he has excelled in the art
of opera production since presenting the national TV
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Florence Besson, Eva Amor & Claire
Steilein
Illustrations by Sophie Griotto
L’AMOUR À LA PARISIENNE
(Love à la parisienne… !)
Michel Lafon, April 2016, 200 pages

Which woman has never asked her girlfriends,
“Why do you think he hasn’t called me back?”
Who can say they have never been tempted by the
prospect of a wild night of passion with a passing
stranger? Who has never wondered how you go
about finding a man who will make you laugh,
moan with pleasure and feel you can be yourself
with him? Or wondered how to stay sexy,
independent, funny and inventive while living
with someone – whether just for a year or for the
time it takes to have five children?
The Parisienne is the quintessential contradictory
woman, who wants men to open her car door but
let her drive. She is heir to a thousand legendary
ladies in love and lives life in the fast lane in the
most romantic city in the world. So who could
better celebrate love, life, freedom, frivolity and
the joy of dining in bed with a lover who has
become a part of your world?

◊

Rights sold in: Germany
(Ullstein), Italy (Rizzoli),
Japan (Discover 21), Korea
(HanbitBiz), USA (Chronicle
Books), UK & Australia &
New Zeland (HarperCollins),
Poland (Muza) and Finland
(Minerva).

◊

40,000 copies sold!

◊

Three sections of 40 questions
each for women who are living
life to the full as singles; those
who have found a lover and
want to take things further
(but not give up their
freedom); and those who share
their life with that special man
and have brought special little
somebodies into the world and
their relationship.

◊

Forty or so lists of practical
addresses: places where you
can lunch, find hot lingerie,
take him away for a weekend,
relook him or cry on a
strategically located park
bench…

◊

Typically Parisian tips.

◊

Clichés to avoid like the
plague.

A hymn to women, love and fiercely independent
Parisiennes, this lively, lighthearted, spicy volume
uninhibitedly explores every side of the issue and
reminds us that love goes hand in hand with
humor. It is the literary equivalent of an evening
with caring, funny girlfriends who have a gift for
defusing problems and helping you love freely…
as a true, tender, untamed Parisienne.
Eva Amor, a 38-year-old lawyer who spends
most of her time giving advice to her friends. For her,
principles and morality do not come into the picture :
the important thing is having a good time, for one night
or for 10 years. She manages to do it herself magnificently!
Florence Besson, 40 years old, a journalist for
the magazine Elle, she has studied in depth – and
breadth – the issue of contemporary French women in
love : their expectations and their idiosyncracies. A
long-time expert of good-time relationships, she is today
just as happy in a relationship – putting her articles to
good use !
Claire Steinlen, 41 years old. A journalist for
the magazine Clés. Being part of a couple ? A
relationship that lasts and which is still fun ? She has
experience of that : for 22 years, she has lived the
perfect relationship with the same man, with her friends
asking advice on how she does it. Happiness ? It’s easy :
you just have to listen to it !
Sophie Griotto has captured very different
worlds on film, from Lolita Lempicka to Caudalie and
Jean Paul Gaultier to Dior.

Is Paris the capital of love? Are Parisian
women queens of the extra-marital affair…?
What if it’s really true? Here is a little guide to
the art of seduction, love and pleasure – for a
single evening or for life… à la française!
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